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Abstract

Large areas of the earth are covered by intrusive and extrusive lavas, forming high-

velocity basalts, which are often opaque to conventional seismic reflection surveys. On

the north-east Atlantic margin these basalts cover sediments in whose lateral extension

away from the basalt cover proven hydrocarbon reservoirs and source rocks exist. To

reveal the comparable structures that are expected to exist beneath the basalt cover

novel seismic methods are required.

The primary objectives of this thesis are to examine the effects of basalts on seis-

mic wave propagation and the consequent implications for imaging sedimentary struc-

tures beneath them. From studies of basalt properties and borehole data in connection

with forward modelling and real data, I show that new acquisition methods, like low-

frequency set-ups and far-offset recordings, have to be used to image beneath basalt

sequences.

I consider two different types of basalt structures: First a single layered homogeneous

basalt layer and secondly a multi-layered sequence with numerous lava flows and sed-

iment inclusions. Using these different geological settings, I examine the influence

of structure and impedance on the effective reflection coefficients of sub-basalt reflec-

tions. I study different acquisition methods using real data, and compute synthetic

seismograms and amplitude calculations to determine the best possible wave types to

image sediments beneath the base of the basalt. A final study shows the influence of

thinly layered basalt sequences on the frequency content of the measured data.
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ii Abstract

The calculation of effective reflection coefficients shows that the amplitudes of lo-

cally converted waves are highly model dependent. I observe strong amplitudes for

the symmetrical PSP and PSS modes at far offsets only when the shear-wave velocity

of the basalt matches the P-wave velocity of the overlying and underlying sediments.

Using a sonic log through basalts reveals that these modes will not be generated with

sufficient energy and an asymmetrical mode (PSSSSS) will take their place at mid

offsets. My calculations show that this mode is still weaker than the three strongest

responses, which are the conventional pure P, PS and S-waves.

My study of different acquisition methods shows that streamer feathering is a se-

rious problem using multi-pass two-boat recording geometries. Forward modelling

of synthetic seismograms confirms that we can expect PS-modes using ocean bottom

recordings and pure S-waves when a point force source on the seabed is used.

Seismic borehole measurements from several places along the Atlantic margin show

that flood basalts are often interbedded with low- velocity sediments. Additionally the

logs show that each flow has a distinct internal structure with highly variable veloc-

ities. This has profound low-pass filtering effects on the frequency content of waves

travelling through such basalt sequences. The high-cut characteristic of the basalt flows

requires an acquisition set-up, which uses much lower frequencies than in conventional

seismic data acquisition. My study of a standard and a low-frequency dataset, which

were recorded over the same profile, confirms that one has to use a low-frequency

set-up to image beneath a multi-layered basalt sequence.
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CHAPTER 1

Thesis objectives

1.1 Introduction

The objectives of this thesis are to study the effects of basalts on seismic wave propaga-

tion and their implications for imaging sedimentary structures beneath them. This is of

particular interest for the oil industry along the north-east Atlantic margin where large

hydrocarbon accumulations might be present. This vast area, which is larger than the

North Sea, is relatively unexplored and no commercial hydrocarbon reservoir has been

found. This is due to the highly heterogeneous cover by flood basalts and intrusive

sills, which cause enormous problems for the understanding of the deeper geology.

One of the proposed solutions to this problem was the use of locally converted waves,

which would change their modes at the interfaces of a high-velocity basalt layer (Pur-

nell et al., 1990b; Li and MacBeth, 1997; Li et al., 1998). This study examines the

general claim and extends it to different acquisition methods and more realistic models

of flood basalts. The internal structure of basalt sequences has a profound influence on

the seismic wavefield. Not only are different modes affected differently, but so also is

the frequency content of the seismic response. Borehole velocity logs show that one

cannot treat the basalt cover as one uniform layer, but must recognise it as a succession

of basalt flows interbedded with thin layers of sediments. Mack (1997) pointed to the

fact that a sequence of thin basalt layers act as a low-pass filter. To emphasis the low

1



2 Thesis objectives

frequency content of sub-basalt reflections, data were acquired which used a special

low-frequency set-up.

1.2 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 introduces the geological and geophysical background of basalt covered ar-

eas of the earth. It emphasises especially the geology of the north-east Atlantic margin

and describes in detail the properties of extrusive and intrusive basalts. The second

part of this chapter gives an overview of the history of seismic and other geophysical

methods.

The effects of basalt layers on seismic waves is explained in Chapter 3. It shows

that the high impedance contrast of basalts in a sedimentary background has profound

implications for the reflection and transmission coefficients and refracted waves, and is

the cause for additional multiples. This chapter also explains why the wavefield is often

highly scattered and lists values for measured attenuation and anisotropy parameters

of basalt sequences.

Chapter 4 is concerned exclusively with locally converted waves in a single-layered

basalt setting. It shows effective reflection coefficients for all major sub-basalt reflec-

tions and the influence of velocity contrasts. Additionally it examines the influence of

water and basalt depth on the recordability of these waves.

In Chapter 5 I examine the benefits and downfalls of different acquisition methods. I

compare two-boat geometries with the use of long streamers and show their positioning

accuracy. Seabed geometries are studied using synthetic seismograms. This reveals

that seafloor acquisitions could record additional sub-basalt reflections using ocean

bottom cables or seabed sources.

In Chapter 6 I test the theoretical results of Chapter 4 using real data from the Faroe-

Shetland Basin and the Rockall Trough. They include acquisitions with standard and
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long hydrophone streamers, two-boat multi-pass and single-pass recordings. The task

of detecting locally converted waves in real data is shown, using synthetic seismograms

and a single basalt model.

The effect of a multi layered basalt sequence from borehole data is laid down in

Chapter 7. It examines the behaviour of the pure P-wave and the locally converted

waves using sonic log data for the model building. The chapter shows the effect of

different sub-basalt reflectors depending on impedance contrasts and depths below the

basalt sequence. Additionally I calculated the response from the base of a basalt.

In Chapter 8 the theoretical results of Chapter 7 were tested on real data. I compare

data acquired with a conventional high-frequency set-up to those using a low-frequency

system. Both datasets were recorded on exactly the same profile in the Faroe-Shetland

Basin and the frequency analysis shows that more energy is recorded from beneath

the basalt using the low-frequency acquisition. A final comparison of the migrated

sections shows that the sub-basalt imaging of the low-frequency data is superior to the

conventional data.

The final chapters of this thesis summarise my work and identify areas of future

research. Chapter 9 presents my conclusions on locally converted waves, acquisition

methods and low-frequency content. I present an outlook into the future in Chapter 10

and suggest that better acquisition methods have to be used or invented, to produce a

clearer image of the sub-basalt sediments.





CHAPTER 2

Geological and Geophysical Background

2.1 Geological History

2.1.1 Introduction

Vast areas of the earth are covered by basalt flows of different origin. Some of these

were created by lava flows from igneous centres or so called ’hot spots’. The best stud-

ied basalt-covered area to date is the onshore Columbia Basin, or Columbia Plateau,

which was created by the Yellowstone Plume. This is due to the fact that the area is

onshore, that the basalts cover proven hydrocarbon reserves (Rattlesnake Hills) and

was once considered to become a deposit for nuclear waste (Lasmanis, 1991). The

continental flood basalts of the Columbia Basin cover parts of Idaho, Oregon and over

36 % of the state of Washington. Still this area is small compared with the area covered

by the Deccan basalts in India.

Initially basalt covered areas were of purely scientific interest. But over the last few

decades they have become more and more of interest to the hydrocarbon industry.

Basalt layers can act as a cap rock but also as reservoir rocks for oil and gas. Rozel

Point is probably the oldest oil field in Utah, where an up to 1 m thick porous basalt

acts as the main oil reservoir (Chidsey, 1998). Several different oil types and bitumen

were found in boreholes through basalt layers in central west Greenland (Chalmers

5



6 Geological and Geophysical Background

and Skaarup, 1997). Laier et al. (1997) report that gases and traces of oil were ob-

served at the Lopra well (Figure 2.1), which penetrated the lower basalt series on the

Faroes Islands. These oil and gas finds inside the basalts originated from oil-producing

sedimentary layers beneath them. The hydrocarbons migrated over time into porous

basalts above to form a reservoir.

But other forms of hydrocarbons can also be directly produced inside the basalts.

Substantial amounts of methane were found in the Columbia River Basalt Group (Mc-

Figure 2.1: Basalt covered areas of the north-east Atlantic margin with their igneous centres
(from BGS in-house mapping). Also showing basalt penetrating boreholes Lopra
and 164/07-1.
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Gowan, 2000). This was produced by archaebacteria which NASA studies to find

lifeforms in the basalts on Mars.

Here on earth the advances in seismic recording techniques and deep water drilling

paved the way for the exploration of hydrocarbons along the continental margins. More

than 70 % of the Atlantic margins are volcanic and also the Indian Ocean margins

might be covered by basalts from lava flows by a similar amount (Planke et al., 1999a).

The Kutch in central western India (Pandey et al., 2002) or the Karacadag Basalts in

south-east Anatolia (Sakallioglu et al., 1998) are other places on earth where basaltic

covers ’hide’ possible hydrocarbon reservoirs beneath.

2.1.2 North-East Atlantic Margin

This study focuses on the volcanic rifted margin of the north-east Atlantic which is part

of north-west Europe. It stretches 2500 km from west of Ireland to Norway and was

created by the splitting of Greenland and North America from Europe (Tankard and

Balkwill, 1989). The Icelandic Plume was active for at least 70 million years (John-

ston and Thorkelson, 2000) before it generated approximately 10 million cubic km of

igneous rocks in the North Atlantic during the Tertiary (Bergman, 1997). Johnston and

Thorkelson (2000) assume that the hotspot weakened the original continent Lauren-

tia, so that the Atlantic could form at the place it is now. The plume covered an area

approximately 2000 km in diameter and produced mainly lava fields, sill and volcano

complexes (Ritchie et al., 1999) along the Atlantic Margin, see Figure 2.1.

The associated igneous rocks cover parts of the Late Palaeozoic to Cenozoic basins

found along the Atlantic Margin and two broad bands can be defined (Shannon and

Spencer, 1999). On the landward side are the Halten Terrace, the northern North Sea,

the Faroe-Shetland Basin, the Slyne-Erris troughs and the Porcupine Basin. Explo-

ration for hydrocarbons started as early as the 1970s in these basins (Spencer et al.,

1999). In the late 1980s exploration started in the outboard basin chain to the north-
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west: The Vøring and Møre basins, the Faroe Shelf and the Rockall Trough.

Except for the Faroe Shelf and the Rockall Trough there are proven petroleum sys-

tems in all other basins, with the most hydrocarbon discoveries in the Faroe-Shetland

Basin, see Figure 2.2 (after Department of Trade and Industry, 2001). It is possi-

ble that all basins allow for a petroleum system and the source rocks are mainly of

Jurassic age (Shannon and Spencer, 1999). The reservoir rocks are of Precambrian

Figure 2.2: Part of the Faroe-Shetland Basin showing licensed blocks, oil fields and other gas
(green) and oil (red) discoveries in the basalt free areas.
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to Paleocene age, with sandstones having the highest potential to store hydrocarbons

in their intergranular pores (Stoker et al., 1993). But also fractured basement meta-

morphic rocks have been found to store oil at the Clair oilfield, which was discovered

in 1977 (Hitchen and Stoker, 1995). In the early 1990s more hydrocarbon discov-

eries have been made, see Figure 2.2. Economic hydrocarbon reservoirs have been

named Foinaven and Schiehallion which lie in the UK Block 204 between the Shet-

lands and the Faroe Islands. Recently the first hydrocarbon discovery, named Majun,

has been made in the Faroese block 6004/16 of the Faroe-Shetland Basin (Sørensen,

2002; Smallwood et al., 2002).

So far all discoveries have been made in areas without basalt cover. But because of

the finds close to the edge of the basalts in the same basins, one expects vast amounts

of hydrocarbons ’hidden’ below the basaltic cover (Spencer et al., 1999). White et

al. (2002) recently showed interpolated maps from refraction surveys for the Faroe-

Shetland Basin. They proved that pre-Tertiary sediments exist below the basalt cover,

which thins out towards the Shetlands. The buried sediments can reach thicknesses of

over 8 km (Stoker et al., 1993) and thin out towards the Faroe Islands.

2.1.3 Basalt Structures

Along the Atlantic Margin the igneous facies and compositions vary widely. One

finds basaltic intrusions up to 5-30 km in diameter forming igneous centres (Bergman,

1997). Lava flows formed basaltic plateaus up to 7 km thick on the Faroe Islands.

The basalts were formed either subaerially or subaqueously and can be divided into

six main features (Planke et al., 1999a): outer and inner Seaward Dipping Reflectors

(SDR), outer highs, landward flows, lava deltas and inner flows. They form wedges,

mounts, sheets and banks and can be of parallel to chaotic and disrupted bedding.

Individual lava flows formed basalt layers of up to 50 m thickness but are on average

10-20 m thick (Bergman, 1997).
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On the Faroe Islands one can study the different basalt outcrops in detail (Cloetingh

et al., 1998). They are divided into three series: Lower, Middle and Upper, with de-

creasing age. Between the Lower and Middle Series 10 m of shales and coals can

be found (Boldreel and Andersen, 1994). But also inside the different series one finds

thin sedimentary layers and tuffs separating individual lava flows (Ogilvie et al., 2001).

These interbedded sedimentary layers are usually thinner than the lava flows (Planke,

1994) and are reported for most of the studied literature.

Sill complexes can be found in many places along the margin. The Faroe-Shetland

Intrusive Complex stretches for over 750 km from the Wyville-Thomson Ridge up to

the Vøring Basin (Ritchie et al., 1999). The complex is about 100 km wide and could

extend even further, which cannot be determined due to masking flood basalts. In the

Vøring Basin sills reach thicknesses of about 100 m, have very high seismic velocities

and change the properties of the surrounding sediments (Berndt et al., 2000).

2.2 Geophysical History

2.2.1 Introduction

Geophysical exploration along the north-east Atlantic Margin started in the mid-1960s.

Before this time the geology was unknown and only adjacent land areas had been stud-

ied (Stoker et al., 1993). Beginning with the first seismic explorations of the North

Atlantic margin, the debate if oceanic or continental crust underlies the basins contin-

ued for decades (Shannon et al., 1994). It is now believed that all basins along the

North Atlantic margin are floored by intruded and thinned continental crust (Earle et

al., 1989).
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2.2.2 Seismic Methods

In 1965 refraction seismic data was recorded onshore on the Faroe Islands using off-

shore sources (Pálmason, 1965). The first reflection seismic records were published

by Stride et al. in 1969 of down-slope profiles, followed by streamer recordings over

the Rockall Plateau by Roberts et al. (1970) and a refraction OBS survey over Rock-

all Bank by Scrutton (1970, 1972). These early surveys were done by universities

and government-funded research institutes and discovered several sedimentary basins

along the margin. The first igneous centres were also located and studied from the mid-

1970s. Speculative data for the oil industry was shot early as 1970 by Seiscom Delta

(see www.dealuk.co.uk), Geophysical Service International (personal note by Anton

Ziolkowski) and shortly later mainly by Western Geophysical. But until the 1990s

most of the commercial exploration had been focused on the Hebrides and West Shet-

land shelves (Bulat, 1991). Deep crustal profiles were shot by BIRPS and a university

consortium from the early 1980s onwards.

With the advances in seismic survey and processing techniques and the discoveries of

hydrocarbons west of Shetlands, another wave of extensive seismic surveying started in

the mid 1990s. These included multicomponent recordings on the seabed, also named

ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) recordings, by Samson et al. (1995), Hughes and

Barton (1997), Kodaira et al. (1998), Raum (2000), Soellner and Widmaier (2000).

Walkaway VSP shooting has been done in connection with the Lopra (Kiørboe and

Petersen, 1995) and the Vestmanna (Richardson et al., 1998) boreholes. Even a seabed

vibrator using an ocean bottom cable (OBC) with four component recording has been

tested (Henman et al., 1997). Unfortunately the equipment of the last experiment was

damaged due to severe water currents and the remaining data were never published.

In the early 1980s, multiple shooting ships all towing streamers were used for sub-

basalt imaging. Because up to then streamers could be only a few kilometres long,

refracted waves from deep interfaces could not be recorded with a single ship towing
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a streamer. Using two ships White et al. (1982) achieved offsets of up to 70 km to

record refracted waves west of the Outer Hebrides. A whole profile with offsets of

over 38 km was recorded by the FLARE project in 1996 east of the Faroe Islands

(Frühn et al., 1998).

To produce an almost complete supergather of this length and to reduce the amount

of passes over the same line, two ships shoot in a ping-pong fashion while both record

simultaneously. Using only P-waves one can exchange the position of source and re-

ceiver, using the reciprocity principle. Therefore it is possible to take a first-boat trace

which recorded a second-boat shot and sort it, as if it was recorded with the first boat,

but with the source in the position of the second boat source. Figure 2.3 shows the two

FLARE ships sailing three passes, acquiring an over all offset of 38237 meters. For the

first pass the white boat shoots and records offsets from 162-6162 m, while the grey

boat listens and records offsets of 12037-16837 m. Then the grey ship fires its source

Figure 2.3: Two-boat geometry of the FLARE experiment for the reciprocal recording of
supergathers (after Frühn et al., 1998). Two vessels run three times the profile
with different distances to each other. Shooting and recording in a ping-pong
fashion delivers continuous offsets over 38 km.
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and the white ship records the reciprocal offsets of 5700-11700 m. The main achieve-

ment of this method is the detection of the ’step-back’ of the basalt diving wave, to

calculate the thickness of the basalt cover. Additional recording of basement reflec-

tions or refractions will reveal the thickness of the ’hidden’ sediments. The reciprocal

sorting and the required multiple passes have one big disadvantage due to the impre-

cise location of hydrophones. While the positioning of the boats and their sources can

be done accurately using the Global Positioning System, the hydrophones can often

deviate from their position on the profile. This feathering of the streamers, now also

reciprocal sources, causes the positions of shot and receiver points to be averaged over

hundreds of meters (Hanssen and Li, 1999b). This has severe implications concern-

ing the vertical resolution of the acquired seismograms, especially over heterogeneous

flood basalts or sill complexes.

This is not the case if one uses the relatively new 12 km long streamers, where

streamer feathering will still produce a positioning problem but is less serious (Hanssen

and Li, 1999a). Because of strong water currents along the Atlantic Margin, Kostov

(2002) remarks that multiple attenuation will be severely degraded compared to areas

with calmer waters. If one is not out to image the Moho-discontinuity or the basement

of the region, Hansen et al. (2001) showed that 12 km streamer recordings are more

cost efficient and produce a better data quality.

It is now recognised that, because of the thin-layered structure of the basalt sequences

(see also Chapter 3), the recording of sub-basalt events will be of lower frequency than

usual (Mack, 1997; Hanssen and Li, 2001; Ziolkowski et al., 2001). To account for this

behaviour Ziolkowski et al. (2002) set up an acquisition system which increased the

low frequency content of the airgun array. Additionally the sources and the streamer

were put at a depth of 15 m, compared to 5-7 m in standard setups. See also the second

paper of Appendix C.1.

On the processing side of the seismic data Purnell et al. (1990b) proposed the use
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of locally converted waves for sub-salt imaging. Li and MacBeth (1997) and Li et al.

(1998) first extended this technique for sub-basalt imaging, which fill Chapter 4 of this

thesis. This was to avoid the multiple-distorted short offset region of the data and using

a far-offset less-disturbed area (Li et al., 1997). Emsley et al. (1998) and Kerrane et al.

(2002) claim to have imaged symmetrical converted waves.

Because the near offsets of sub-basalt data are highly contaminated by multiples,

building a velocity model is often speculative. Some geophysicists tried to use other

strategies to image below the basalt. Druzhinin et al. (1999) used a model-independent

stacking method which avoids the picking of velocities. A similar method called the

common reflection surface stack was used by Trappe et al. (2002). To compensate for

the scattering of seismic waves at undulated basalt interfaces, Martini and Bean (2002)

used a pre-stack wave equation datuming method, which could resolve some of the

sub-basalt interfaces.

2.2.3 Other Geophysical Methods

Next to seismic methods other geophysical measurements have been performed. Ini-

tially potential methods like magnetic and gravity profiles were recorded over basalt

covered areas. These measurements help in the understanding of the basin structures,

but cannot resolve single sedimentary interfaces (Prieto et al., 1985). Integrated stud-

ies involving potential methods and seismic recordings have been done by Sweetman

(1997), Smallwood et al. (2001) and Murphy et al. (2002) over the Faroe-Shetland

Basin, by Pandey (2000) over central western part of India, and by Withers et al. (1994)

over the Columbia Basin.

Electromagnetic surveys for the Atlantic margin have been proposed (Constable,

2000) and modelled (MacGregor and Sinha, 2000). But all models are rather simple

and do not take into account the findings of Morrison et al. (1996). They concluded

from their electromagnetic survey that no interpretation is possible if there are intra-
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basalt conductors. Despite this and because other methods do not have the ground-

breaking success, EM experiments are planned mainly by two groups from Brest in

France (Hautot et al., 2002) and the Southampton Oceanography Centre (MacGregor

and Sinha, 2002).

There are only a few geophysical borehole measurements, because there are not many

boreholes which went into or through basalt layers. The Lopra well on the Faroe Is-

lands is probably the best studied borehole of the Atlantic Margin. There are some well

logs of the Ocean Drilling Program which penetrate the basalt and two commercial

borehole data sets are presented in this thesis. Borehole data are the only information

that give a detailed picture of the basalt flows, their internal structure and parameters.





CHAPTER 3

Properties and Effects of Basaltic Rocks

3.1 Introduction

Initially geophysicists used a single horizontal layer to model basalt sequences and this

is still the case, for example White et al. (1982),(2002); Li and MacBeth (1996); Frühn

et al. (1999); Fliedner and White (2001b); Battig and Hearn (2001); Freudenreich et

al. (2001) and Kerrane et al. (2002). This assumption would only be valid in a single

sill or lava flow case and, even then, the model would be too simplistic to reflect the

geological reality.

All available sonic logs through basaltic lavas show abrupt changes of velocities in-

side the basalt sequences, see Figure 3.1a (after Stoker et al., 1993), or the recordings

of well 164/07-1 in Figure 7.1 on page 81. This is the result of periodic lava flows

interrupted by calm periods, which allowed for the deposit of sediments between indi-

vidual extrusive events. Often the thickness of these interbedded low-velocity layers

are only 1 cm to 10 m thick (Bergman, 1997) but can reach up to 30 m thicknesses

(Fliedner et al., 1998). In only a part of the lower series basalts of the Lopra well

Boldreel (2002) accounted for 86 individual lava flows, 18 compound flows, 2 dolerite

dykes and 52 layers of sediments or tuffs.

The structure of basalt to be formed from lava flows is highly dependent on the

17
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Figure 3.1: Borehole data from basalt-covered areas of the Faroe-Shetland Basin (after
Stoker et al., 1993): A) Borehole 209/9-1 through the Erland flood basalts shows
multiple and rapid changes of P-wave velocity inside the basalt sequences. B)
The sonic log of borehole 219/20-1 shows sharp velocity peaks where sills are
encountered.
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emplacement environment (Planke et al., 1999a). Dependent on whether they were

formed subaerially, subaqueously or in water, their structure can vary widely from dis-

rupted flood basalts to fractured pillow lavas or chaotic hyaloclastic buildups. With

this their structure and seismic properties vary tremendously not only from region to

region, but also inside the same sequence (Fliedner and White, 2001a).

Sills are associated with central complexes and are intruded in between sedimentary

layers. Therefore they are usually layered parallel to each other and are thin compared

to their extent (Berndt et al., 2000). Their thickness can reach up to 100 m in the Vøring

Basin, where P-wave velocities of up to 7.4 km/s were measured. Usually their internal

structure is simple compared to flood basalt sequences, see Figure 3.1b (after Stoker

et al., 1993). Berndt et al. (2000) show that sills increase the velocity of surrounding

sediments, due to contact metamorphism.

3.2 Impedance Contrast

The main obstacle in sub-basalt imaging using seismic methods is the high impedance

contrast between basaltic and sedimentary layers. Basalts have velocities and densities

much higher than the surrounding and interbedded sediments, forming strong seismic

reflectors.

In general, interflow materials possess very low densities (1.5− 2.5 g/cm3) and P-

wave velocities (1−2 km/s) (Bergman, 1997). The lava flows themselves have an in-

ternal structure which can be detected on most well logs. Each flow consists of an inner

core, and a top and a bottom margin, where approximately 25 % of the flow thickness

is defined as top margin and 5 % as bottom margin. These margins build during the

cooling and degassing of the lava flow and show an increased velocity gradient towards

the flow core. Cerney and Carlson (1999) studied the basalts drilled at the south-east

Greenland margin and concluded that the P-wave velocity is mainly controlled by the
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porosity of the internal basalt zones. From the flow top the velocities increase from

about 2− 3 km/s to around 5− 6.5 km/s in the interior and decrease rapidly again

towards the basalt base (Planke, 1994; Shipboard Scientific Party, 1994). It was also

found that the P-wave velocity gradients of 400−600 s−1 and 1000−2000 s−1 were

mostly independent of the individual flow thickness. The internal density of the basalt

shows similar behaviour, increasing from about 1.6− 2.6 g/cm3 at the flow edges to

2.7−3.0 g/cm3 in the interior (Bergman, 1997;Planke et al., 1999b). Planke and El-

dholm (1994) found that the velocities and densities increase with flow thickness and

only slightly with depth and pressure.

There have been few shear wave measurements so far, but the existing well logs

show a rather high vP/vS ratio. The ratio does not vary significantly for a single basalt

flow and lies between 1.7-2.0 (Planke et al., 1999a). Planke and Cambray (1998) also

found that the ratio stays fairly constant within a flow unit, despite the huge velocity

and density changes.

3.2.1 Reflection and Transmission

The high impedance contrast between sedimentary and basaltic rocks directly influ-

ences the reflection and transmission of waves. If a wave encounters an interface be-

tween a sedimentary layer and a basalt, most of the energy will be reflected back and

less energy will be transmitted through the interface. The top of a basalt sequence will

have a high reflectivity and therefore will transmit less energy through it. An incident

P-wave will produce reflected P- and S-modes also beyond the critical angle, but the

transmission of a P-wave down into the high-velocity layer will stop at this point and

only S-wave energy will travel further down. The reflection and transmission coeffi-

cients for an isotropic and horizontally layered medium can be calculated using the

equations given in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.2 shows the transmission coefficients for a high impedance contrast and

isotropic media (upper layer: vp = 3.0km/s; vs = 1.0km/s; ρ = 1.5g/cm3; lower

layer: vp = 5.8km/s; vs = 2.9km/s; ρ = 2.9g/cm3). For this model the P-wave is

refracted beyond an incident angle of 30 degrees, therefore P-wave reflections from

beneath the high-impedance contrast can only be recorded at near offsets and only the

S-wave is transmitted beyond this angle. Because the compressional wave transmission

ends at smaller incident angles due to the high impedance contrast, one could try to use

the shear-wave reflections at larger angles to image deeper interfaces. This calculation

also shows that the S-wave can theoretically transmit over 50 % of the initial amplitude

below the basalt. This fact led Purnell et al. (1990b), Li and MacBeth (1996) and Gulati

and Stewart (1997) in their modelling studies to suggest locally converted waves for

sub-salt/basalt imaging.
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Figure 3.2: Transmission coefficients for an interface with a high velocity contrast. Beneath a
high-impedance contrast P-waves can only be transmitted up to a certain critical-
angle, whereas S-wave energy is transmitted even for larger incident angles.
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3.2.2 Refraction

The compressional wave in Figure 3.2 is refracted at a shorter offset with increasing

impedance contrast at the interface, see Figure 3.3. Beyond this critical angle ci a

refracted wave or diving wave builds up, which can be recorded at long offsets. For

a refracted wave to be created, the incident wave has to encounter an interface of a

medium with a higher velocity. The top basalt interface usually produces a very strong

refracted wave but the basalt base cannot. Because the base of a basalt sequence is a

high to low impedance contrast the diving wave will be disrupted. This can be recorded

at very far offsets on seismograms and is known as a step-back function, which can

be used to determine the thickness of a high velocity layer (Frühn et al., 2001). The

principle is shown in Figure 3.4, where the red rays show the path of the P-waves inside

Figure 3.3: Some of the unwanted wave types for reflection seismic measurements in basalt
covered areas: green - water column reverberation, blue - interbed multiple, yel-
low - direct wave, red - refracted wave.
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Figure 3.4: Model by Fruehn et al. (2001) showing selected reflected and refracted waves for
basalt and basement interfaces. Parameters are vP[km/s], vS[km/s] and density
[g/cm3].

the basalt layer. Beyond a critical angle the reflections from the base-basalt interface

stop and a diving wave sets in. When the diving wave reaches the base of the basalt, no

energy is transmitted upward anymore, and the refracted wave dies out short of 15 km

offset.

3.2.3 Multiples

Because the areas of hydrocarbon interest along the north-east Atlantic margin are all

in offshore regions, one will observe strong water-column multiples, see Figure 3.3.

These unwanted reverberations overlay useful but weak reflections from beneath the

basalt (Pujol et al., 1989). Because of the strong impedance contrasts between top

and base of the basalt sequence and the surrounding sediments, additional noise is

introduced by interbed multiples. Most of the multiples identified by Longshaw et

al. (1998) are connected to the sea-surface (Figure 3.5). Methods exist to remove all
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multiple energy associated with the free-surface without the knowledge of the subsur-

face. However they require full-fold coverage in three dimensions to work perfectly

(Ziolkowski et al., 1999).

Figure 3.5: The paths of possible free-surface related multiples in basalt covered areas.

In basalt covered areas the high impedance interfaces of the basalt will produce ad-

ditional strong interbed multiples (Figure 3.6). This type of multiple is usually weaker

than the sea-surface multiples, but can reach amplitudes and moveouts similar to weak

reflections from beneath the basalt. To remove this noise from the data it is necessary

to have a velocity model of the subsurface. But because the interbed multiples themself

disturb the analysis of the velocity field, it is much harder to remove them.

Figure 3.6: The paths of possible interbed multiples caused by the high impedance contrast
of the basaltic interfaces.

3.3 Scattering

Studies by Bergman (1997) showed that basalts are of heterogeneous nature and often

form undulating surfaces. The boundary roughness can be at a similar scale as the

seismic wavelength, which can introduce significant noise to the seismogram (Lafond

et al., 1999). Extensive modelling studies by Martini et al. (1999), (2002) show that the
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distortion of horizontal sub-basalt reflections is completely masked by the scattering.

Purnell et al. (1990a) and Dobson et al. (2002) indicate that transmitted converted

waves are more affected than pure P-waves. Additionally reflected waves are more

affected by the rugosity than transmitted waves. They all agree that the body scattering

is highly dependent on wavelength and found that it decreases with lower frequencies

or longer wavelengths.

3.4 Attenuation

So far the attenuation of basaltic rocks has only been studied on four boreholes using

vertical seismic profiling (VSP). Pujol and Smithson (1991) studied the basalts of the

Columbia Plateau and the Snake River Plain. They found that the Q values of basalts

are similar to ones from sedimentary rocks, and therefore cannot explain the usually

observed high attenuation. Controversially their calculations show a slight increase in

Q with frequency from Q7.8Hz = 15−21 to around Q43Hz = 40. All other studies show

an opposite trend of decreasing Qs with increasing frequencies. Rutledge and Winkler

(1989) observed values of Q30Hz = 55 to Q60Hz = 29 at the Vøring margin. For the

upper part of the Lopra well on the Faroes Islands Ker and Rodriguez (2002) also found

a slight increase of attenuation with frequency. For this part of the Lopra well the Q

values are very low, between 13 and 24, but increase to an almost constant Q<100Hz =

200 for the deeper part of the borehole. For the same well Christie et al. (2002) report

that the intrinsic attenuation is low and that scattering loss and geometrical spreading

might be responsible for the amplitude loss observed in seismic data.

3.5 Anisotropy

There have been only three experiments to resolve the anisotropic nature of basalt

flows so far. All were made by the Ocean Drilling Program, two on Iceland (Planke
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and Flovenz, 1996) and one in the Vøring Basin (Planke and Eldholm, 1994). Both

report a mismatch of P-wave velocity measurements between borehole and wide-angle

data. In all cases the refraction seismic data showed P-wave velocities 9-20 % higher

than the VSP data. This can be explained by the thin layering of intraflow sediments,

low-velocity basalt boundaries and high-velocity inner cores of basalt flows. Therefore

refraction seismic data might overestimate the thickness of a basaltic sequence due to

its transverse isotropic behaviour (Planke and Eldholm, 1994). Additionally preferred

fracture directions and dykes might produce further anisotropic velocity behaviour.



CHAPTER 4

Single Layered Basalts

4.1 Introduction

To investigate the behaviour of different wave types for sub-basalt reflection two sim-

ple horizontally layered isotropic models were initially used. Because no well data was

available from this area, the properties of the basalt sequence were unknown. There-
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Figure 4.1: Geological model for the ideal case, where the S-wave velocity of the basalt al-
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Figure 4.2).
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fore I used one homogeneous basalt layer, which is based on studies near the Rockall

Bank by Li and MacBeth (1996). This unrealistic model of a complex basalt sequence

initially makes it easier to identify the different wave-modes in the synthetic seismo-

gram. Both models consist of two sandstone units forming the target interface. They

are overlain by a homogeneous and isotropic basalt layer, which is itself overlain by a

sediment unit and the water column.

For the ideal model (Figure 4.1) the shear-wave velocity, vS, of the basalt is close or

equal to the primary-wave velocity, vP, of the overlying and underlying rocks. This

high P-wave velocity-contrast leads to high conversion coefficients at the top and the

bottom interface of the basalt.

In contrast to the ideal model the velocities of the second non-ideal model do not

match up perfectly, which is what one would expect in most cases in the real world

(Figure 4.2). Additionally the sediment overlying the basalt is split into two parts and

has lower velocities and higher densities than the first model (Figure 4.1). The basalt
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Figure 4.2: Geological model for the non-ideal case with non-matching velocities (compare
with Figure 4.1) and an additional interface above the basalt.
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Figure 4.3: Wave paths for the main reflected waves through a single-layered basalt in an
off-shore setting.

layer also has lower velocities and a slightly lower density. The velocities govern-

ing the PSP-conversion through the basalt show a greater difference and range from

2.6km/s to 2.3km/s and to 2.9km/s.

Figure 4.3 shows possible conversions from P to S-wave or from S to P-wave at each

of the interfaces between low-velocity and high-velocity layers (here: sediments over-

lying basalt or sand below basalt). The PSP-wave has S-modes only inside the basalt

and the PSS-wave contains only S-modes below the top of the basalt. Both locally con-

verted waves are symmetrical (3-letter notation) and could be processed with standard

methods. Other reflections with asymmetrical paths were considered in our study, but

only the PSPSSP mode showed significant amplitudes for a single layered basalt. The

identification of these four wave types was done using the programs of Appendix B.1

in an automatic fashion, scanning all possible paths and their amplitudes.

Pure P is the traditional primary wave and PSP was first used by Purnell (1992) in
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laboratory studies and subsequently verified by numerical modelling and field data by

Li and MacBeth (1996). Emsley et al. (1997) identified and used the PSS-mode with

a 12 km offset data set from the Rockall-Trough. PSPSSP was investigated by Gulati

and Stewart (1997) in a seismic model from north-east Ireland.

4.2 Effective Reflection Coefficients

To understand the transmission and reflection process through basaltic layers fully, the

effective reflection coefficients have to be considered. The effective reflection coeffi-

cient of a target layer consists of all transmission coefficients at the interfaces above

for the down-going and up-going path in layered media, and the reflection coefficient

at the target interface. This can be accomplished based on the exact formula for hor-

izontal layered media by Aki and Richards (1980, also see Appendix A, page 149)

using a plane wave. Adding the moduli or amplitudes of this calculations produces

the effective reflection coefficients for each wave type, not accounting for spherical

divergence.

Using the programme Akimore (Appendix B.1, page 153) the effective reflection co-

efficients for all possible wave paths through the models were calculated. Figure 4.4

shows the resulting effective reflection coefficients of the four target waves with the

highest amplitude for the ideal model (Figure 4.1). The coefficients are normalised by

the source amplitude and their moduli are plotted as a function of offset. Due to the

high velocity-contrast at the top basalt-interface the pure P-wave gets refracted shortly

after 6 km offset and only shear-modes are transmitted beyond this point. Locally con-

verted S-waves are detectable up to 12 km. Furthermore it can be seen that the PSP-

wave with S-waves only inside the basalt has the highest amplitude at offsets around

7 km. The amplitude is about 7 % of the source amplitude and the second strongest

converted wave is only 1.4 %. A polarity reversal occurs when a curve touches the zero

amplitude value. This happens once for PSP at far offsets but not for PSS, which con-
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Figure 4.4: Effective reflection coefficients for the four strongest target reflections and the
ideal model (see Figure 4.1). At offsets beyond 4.5 km the locally converted
PSP-wave is the strongest response from the sub-basalt reflector (compare with
Figure 4.5).

sists only of S-waves below the top of the basalt. The wave with an asymmetrical ray

path (PSPSSP) is of similar amplitude to the PSS-mode but experiences three phase

changes (or polarity reversals in the time domain), making it more difficult to trace at

mid- to far offsets.

The calculations show that sufficient high amplitudes of reflections from below high-

velocity basalt layers for locally converted S-waves can be expected for the ideal

model. This is most prominent if the S-wave velocity of the basalt matches the P-

wave velocity of the surrounding layers above and below. The strongest wave is the

mode with S-waves on the way down and up only in the basalt (PSP). The second

strongest mode is the one with only S-waves below the top of the basalt (PSS) with an

additional benefit of an almost constant amplitude over most far offsets. The wave with
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an asymmetrical ray path (PSPSSP) is of lowest amplitude and may only be observed

in special cases like laterally inhomogeneous layering (Gulati and Stewart, 1997).

The effective reflection coefficients for the non-ideal model (Figure 4.2) show an

increase of the P-wave amplitude at near-offsets, as shown in Figure 4.5. Because the

P-wave does not yet get refracted at mid-range offsets but is still transmitted through

the basalt, one observe a decrease of the PSP-amplitude when compared to the ideal-

model calculations shown in Figure 4.4. The more realistic model shows that the

P-wave is present throughout the 12 km offset because of the lower P-wave velocity

contrast compared with the ideal model. Except for a sharp peak of the PSP-mode

around 5500 m, the pure P-wave is the strongest wave up to about 8000 m offset

compared to 4000 m for the ideal model. The wave with S-waves only through the

basalt (PSP) has the highest amplitude from about 8000 m onwards. In contrast to the
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Figure 4.5: Effective reflection coefficients for the four strongest target reflections and the
non-ideal model (see Figure 4.2). The P-wave clearly dominates any locally con-
verted wave despite the simple model (compare with Figure 4.4).
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ideal model, the PSS mode is more likely to be recognised and again has no polarity

reversals at far offsets, unlike the PSP-mode, which has one at about 6500 m. The

asymmetrical PSPSSP-mode shows the most polarity reversals and is the weakest of

the four target reflections.
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Figure 4.6: Initial off-shore model with inter-bedded high-velocity layer for the calculation of
effective reflection coefficients with varying velocity values (Figures 4.7 - 4.11).

To examine the three main target waves (P, PSP, PSS) more closely, the effective

reflection coefficients were again calculated using the simple model of Figure 4.6. The

model is based on a horizontally layered and isotropic model from the Rockall Trough

(Li and MacBeth, 1996), which includes a deep-water layer of 1.8 km. A basaltic layer

of 200 m thickness is overlain and underlain by sediments, which initially have P-wave

velocities equal to the S-wave velocity of the basalt. Below this a halfspace forms the

target interface (5) at 6 km depth with the sediment layer below the basalt. The density

of the high-velocity layer was kept constant and the internal velocity ratio followed

vP/vS = 31/2. To compare the amplitude behaviour of the reflected modes the velocity

ratio between the basaltic S- wave and the sedimentary P-waves (vS2/vP1) were altered

between 0.6 and 1.4.
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4.2.1 PSS-wave

The effective reflection coefficients for the wave with only S-modes below the top

of the basalt (PSS) is shown in Figure 4.7, as a function of velocity ratio and incident

angle. The calculation reveals two maxima in amplitude for this kind of wave- mode. If

the P-wave velocities of the sediments are greater than or equal to the S-wave velocity

of the basalt (vS2/vP1 ≤ 1), we observe a maximum at far offsets around an incident

angle of 66◦ or 5.1 km. For ratios above 1 this maximum decreases and the maximum

amplitude for the PSS-mode can be recorded at mid offsets with incident angles around

20 − 30◦ (0.9-1.5 km). Overall, the amplitude does not exceed 1 % of the source

amplitude.

The influence of changing the velocities of the halfspace and therefore change in

impedance contrast of the target interface of our model (Figure 4.6), is shown in Fig-

ure 4.8. As expected the effective reflection coefficient increases while changing the

P-wave velocity from 3500 km/s to 4000 km/s. Using the above S to P-wave relation,
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Figure 4.7: Effective reflection coefficient for the PSS-mode over incident angle and varying
ratio between S-wave velocity of the basalt and P-wave velocities of the surround-
ing rocks.
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Figure 4.8: Effective reflection coefficient for a wave with only S-modes below the top of
the basalt (PSS) over incident angle and varying P-wave velocities of the rock
beneath the target interface.

this raises the difference of the S-wave velocities at the target interface from 170 m/s

to around 460 m/s. Despite this the resulting maximum amplitude only reaches values

below 2.4 % of the input amplitude.

4.2.2 PSP-wave

Figure 4.9 shows the effective reflection coefficient for the PSP-mode as a function of

vS2/vP1 ratio and incident angle. It shows a distinctive maximum around a velocity

ratio of 1. This corresponds to the original model where the P-wave velocities above

and below the basalt equal the S-wave velocity inside the basaltic layer. The maximum

is also sharply restricted to an incident angle of 66◦ or 7.3 km offset. As for the PSS-

mode, the PSP-mode can only be recorded at large offsets.
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Figure 4.9: Effective reflection coefficient for a wave with only S-modes inside the basalt
(PSP) over incident angle and varying ratio between S-wave velocity of the basalt
and P-wave velocities of the surrounding rocks.
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Figure 4.10: Effective reflection coefficient for a wave with only S-modes inside the basalt
(PSP) over incident angle and varying P-wave velocities of the rock beneath the
target interface.
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Furthermore, the maximum amplitude of this locally converted shear-wave reaches

4.1 % of the source amplitude, which is four times stronger than the maximum am-

plitude of the PSS-mode. In contrast, the peak of the maximum amplitude of the

PSP-mode is very narrow and can only be observed in ideal circumstances compared

to the wider amplitude peak of the PSS-wave.

Increasing the velocity contrast at the target interface increases the recorded ampli-

tude as for the PSS-mode (Figure 4.10). When the S-wave velocity contrast reaches

460 m/s the resulting maximum of the amplitude reaches values of 7 % of the inci-

dent amplitude. Additionally we see a shift in the position of the maximum to smaller

incident angles of about 50◦, which would still require a far-offset recording.

4.2.3 P-wave

Figure 4.11 shows the effective reflection coefficient of the PSP-mode compared with

the pure P-wave reflection of the sub-basalt target. The amplitude of the P-wave at near

offsets exceeds the amplitude of the locally converted wave not only where the S and

P-wave velocities do not match but also at a ratio of vs2/vp1 = 1. We observe a narrow

band of maximum amplitude for the PSP-mode at large incident angles, compared to

the almost constant amplitude of the P-wave for small incident angles. Furthermore

it shows that the P-wave amplitude reaches values at least double the size of the PSP-

wave. This is the case not only when the S-wave velocity of the basalt is lower than the

P-wave velocity of the overlying and underlying layers (vS2/vP1 < 1), but also when

the S-wave velocity of the basalt is higher than the overlying and underlying P-wave

velocities (vS2/vP1 > 1).
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Figure 4.11: Effective reflection coefficient for pure P-wave and the PSP-mode over inci-
dent angle and varying ratio between S-wave velocity of the basalt and P-wave
velocities of the surrounding rocks.

4.3 Water and Basalt Depth

To verify the above findings full-wave synthetic seismograms were calculated of the

two Rockall models using a Ricker wavelet with a centre frequency of 25 Hz. They

were calculated using the full-waveform modelling package Osiris by Ødegaard (Vil-

mann et al., 1998) and were overlain with traveltime curves of the target interface. The

seismograms contain no added noise and no special processing was conducted except

gain control and muting. Additional curves in yellow indicate the P-wave reflection of

the seabed and the top-basalt.

Figure 4.12 shows the responses of 30 receivers up to 6000 m offset for the first 6

seconds. The source is at zero-offset at 10 m water depth and the receivers are at 15 m

water depth with an initial offset and interval of 200 m. Strong free-surface multiples

are observed at near offsets. The water-column reverberation sets in at 2400, 3600 and
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Figure 4.12: Near-offset synthetic seismogram for the ideal model (see Figure 4.1) with over-
laying traveltime-curves for the 4 strongest target reflections.

4800 ms. The multiple connected to the basalt is of similar strength and can be seen

at 3000, 4200 and 5400 ms. The water multiple completely masks a possible detection

of the pure P-wave reflection (orange) at near offsets.

The study of the effective reflection coefficients showed that the converted waves

have their maximum amplitudes at far offsets. Beyond 4000 m offset all target events

start to run in between the sea bottom and the basalt top reflection. These reflections

(marked with yellow dashes) form a triangle at far offsets, which was first identified

by Li et al. (1997). This window in the shot record gives us an opportunity to detect

the weak sub-basalt response without the interference of free-surface multiples. This

window is highly dependent on the geological features, so that varying layer depths can

move it out of the recording area and weak far-offset converted-waves can no longer

be observed.

Figure 4.12 shows us that the PSS-wave just reaches the window at 5800 m offset.
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With a typical streamer length of 6000 m it is not possible to analyse this wavetype at

far offsets. The smaller amplitudes of the pure P-wave and the PSPSSP-mode are not

recognizable and the PSP-wave is only detectable in the last 1600 m of the offset.

I decreased the depth of the water layer to 400 m and this picture changed to the

following Figure 4.13. The PSS-wave could now be traceable but only on a few traces

of the last receivers in the streamer.
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Figure 4.13: Synthetic seismogram for the ideal model with a water layer of 400 m and over-
laying traveltime-curves for the 4 strongest target reflections.

An increase of the water layer to 1400 m, which is shown in Figure 4.14, moves all

converted waves out of the window and they cannot be recognised anymore due to the

overwriting effect of the strong seabed reflection.

For Figure 4.15 I increased the basalt layer thickness from 200 m to 800 m and set

the water depth to the original 900 m. The waves from below the basalt have to travel

further than the primary reflections of the seabed and the top of the basalt. Therefore

their travel-times get longer for the same offset and they arrive ahead of the seabed
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Figure 4.14: Synthetic seismogram for the ideal model with a water layer of 1400 m and
overlaying traveltime-curves for the 4 strongest target reflections.
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Figure 4.15: Synthetic seismogram for the ideal model with a basalt layer of 800 m and
overlaying traveltime-curves for the 4 strongest target reflections.
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reflection at a larger offset than before. They do not appear in the less disturbed far-

offset window anymore but move closer to the direct wave of the seabed.

They end up below the seabed reflection for this offset gather if we increase the basalt

thickness to 1400 m as shown in Figure 4.16. This means that an extension beyond

6000 m offset may be necessary to be able to identify reflections from below the basalt.

Also to focus on the maximum amplitude of the PSP-mode, I extended the offset to 12

km and consequently the recording time to 8 seconds. Additionally traveltime curves

for refracted waves (green dots), reflected modes (red dots) and multiples (turquoise

dashes) are plotted to show other disturbing waves. The refracted traveltimes were

calculated using the program Cran (see Appendix B.2, page 164).

Figure 4.17 shows the synthetic seismogram for the ideal model (Figure 4.1 on

page 27) for offsets up to 12 km. We observe a lot of multiple reflections at near

offsets with a maximum amplitude in mid-range of 2-8 km. The amplitude of the pure

P-wave, which is largest in near-offset (see Figure 4.4, page 31), is covered by the

first water and first sediment multiple, which have a much stronger signal. The con-

verted waves do not show up at near offset, so the far-offset window was enlarged in
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Figure 4.16: Synthetic seismogram for the ideal model with a basalt layer of 1400 m and
overlaying traveltime-curves for the 4 strongest target reflections.
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Figure 4.17: Synthetic seismogram for the ideal model up to 12 km offsets with overlaying
traveltime-curves for the 4 strongest target reflections and selected multiples
(turquoise) with similar move-outs.

Figure 4.18.

To enlarge the amplitudes inside the far-offset window the seabed and top-basalt

reflections (yellow dashed traveltime curves) were used as mute borders and the

near-offsets were cut off. In this less disturbed window one still observes multiples

(turquoise dashed), reflections of other interfaces (red dotted) and additionally re-

fracted waves (green dotted). Reflections can be observed, which follow the PSP and

PSS trend, but the move-outs of these waves are very similar to the ones of interbed-

multiples. The PSP-wave can be tracked up to 10 km offset and the PSS-mode seems

to be visible throughout all offsets. The asymmetrical PSPSSP-mode is too weak even

to show up on the noise- free synthetic seismogram. Additionally, other events from

above the target, refracted waves and their multiples, appear in this window with simi-
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Figure 4.18: Synthetic seismogram showing the wave train for the ideal model with offsets
between 5 km and 12 km including traveltime curves for the three strongest
converted-wave target-reflections and some multiples (turquoise) with similar
move-outs.

lar moveouts. Especially the moveouts of the interbed multiples almost match the ones

of the PSP and PSS wave. Even in this noise-free case, where the model is extremely

simple and known perfectly, one cannot separate the genuine converted-wave target

reflections from these unwanted reflections and multiples. In real, noisy data, where

the earth is much more complex, this separation could be impossible.

None of the target reflections were recognizable for the non-ideal model (Figure 4.2,

page 28) in the whole seismogram. The enlarged far-offset window is shown in Fig-

ure 4.19 with the same colour-code as for the ideal model:

• yellow dashes - P-wave reflections from the seabed and top-basalt

• turquoise dashes - multiples
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• red dots - other reflections

• green dots - refracted waves

• solid lines - target waves

After analysis of the amplitudes of the target waves in Figure 4.5 on page 32, the PSP-

mode has the largest amplitude with offsets bigger than 8 km. Unfortunately the strong

top-basalt reflection crosses this target wave and two multiples additionally cover the

converted wave arrival up to approximately 8 km. The reflected target wave with only

P-modes is the second strongest response considering the amplitudes but does not show

up even in the most undisturbed area of the seismogram. Therefore the two other

converted target waves (PSS, PSPSSP) are negligible because their amplitudes are even

weaker. They cannot be traced in an area with many strong disturbances.
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Figure 4.19: Synthetic seismogram showing the wave train for the non-ideal model (see Fig-
ure 4.2) with offsets between 5 km and 12 km including traveltime curves for
the 4 strongest target reflections and selected multiples (turquoise) with similar
move-outs.
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In Figure 4.20 the offset is again doubled to 24 km. The P-mode target wave is

refracted at 13.6 km and the PSPSSP-mode at 20.4 km, which is up to that offset

hidden by multiples and the top-basalt reflection. The target wave with only S-modes

inside the basalt cannot be distinguished from the bottom-basalt S-P refraction and the

amplitude of the PSS-wave is probably too small to be recognizable.

The study of these two models, their effective reflection coefficients and their syn-

thetic seismogram shows that the detectability of locally converted waves is highly

model-dependent (See also the paper in Appendix C.1 and the expanded abstract in

Appendix C.2.). If the velocity contrasts of the rocks are in favour of producing these

wave types, one has to use far offsets to record their maximum amplitudes. At near

offsets their amplitudes are too weak to be separated from other disturbing wave types.

But even in the less-disturbed window of a shot-record, which size depends on water
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Figure 4.20: Synthetic seismogram showing the wave train for the non-ideal model with off-
sets between 12 km and 24 km including traveltime curves for the 4 strongest
target reflections and selected multiples (turquoise) with similar move-outs.
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and basalt thickness, interbed multiples with similar moveouts overlay the sub-basalt

responses. If the velocities vary slightly from the ideal case, the amplitudes of the lo-

cally converted modes drop sharply and none of the waves can be detected in noise-free

synthetic seismograms.





CHAPTER 5

Acquisition Methods

5.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 2.2.2 many different seismic exploration methods have been

used to image beneath a basalt covered area. All of the methods have advantages

and disadvantages, depending on the goal of the exploration. This chapter examines

the two-boat, multi pass, and long streamer acquisition methods using real data. The

Ocean Bottom Cable (OBC) and seabed source recordings are studied using synthetic

seismograms, because real data for these cases were not available to me.

5.2 Two-boat Multi-pass Geometries

The two-boat and multi-pass acquisition method was developed to record near offset

reflection data and refracted waves of mantle interfaces. Two vessels ideally equipped

with the same streamer and sources sail multiple passages over one profile. For each

pass their distance to each other is increased to record the refracted energy at widest

angles. A problem of two-boat acquisition is the location of streamer and shot points.

The method requires the exact positioning of shots and receivers on the profile line to

sort receivers as shot points into a super gather. For the available Rockall data the two

boats sailed the line twice and the two 6 km streamers had extensive feathering and

49
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Figure 5.1: Real shot positions (green and blue) and reciprocal receiver positions (red) sorted
as shot positions in the super gather 6928 of the Rockall data.

therefore large offsets off the sailing line. The data beyond 12 km offset cannot be pro-

cessed with standard methods. Figure 5.1 shows that the maximum distance between

two shot positions is over 600m, which could cause severe problems in wavefield pro-

cessing.

5.3 Long Streamer Geometry

To overcome these problems and to reduce production costs 12 km streamer were

developed. Veritas DGC acquired data with up to 18 km offset in the Faroes-Shetland

Basin by using an additional second boat with a 6 km streamer. This reduced the

acquisition to one run, compared to two runs using 6 km streamers. The hydrophone

positions of one shot gather can be seen in Figure 5.2. The feathering of the 12 km

streamer is small and the maximum feathering of both streamers is 2.11 Degrees.
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Figure 5.2: Receiver positions of a single super gather shot of the Faroes-Shetland dataset
(red - 12 km streamer, blue - 6 km streamer).

5.4 Ocean Bottom Recording

To record directly shear-waves in an offshore setting one has to place geophones on

the seabed. This eliminates the need of upgoing S-waves to change into P-waves for

travelling through the water to the streamer hydrophones. Because the transmission

loss from seabed to water is saved, especially shear-mode energy should be increased

in the recordings. A single ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) or an ocean bottom cable

(OBC) can usually record four components of the wavefield using geophones for the

particle velocity in three spatial dimensions and hydrophones to record the pressure

variation. To evaluate the response for an acquisition using a sea-surface source and

ocean bottom recordings I used the model of Figure 4.6 on page 33.

Figure 5.3 shows the effective reflection coefficients for the five main target reflec-

tions. Overall the wave type with the largest amplitude is the pure P-wave. Because
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Figure 5.3: Effective reflection coefficients over offset for the main target waves using ocean-
bottom recording.

of the high P-wave velocity contrast at the top of the basalt this mode gets refracted

beyond offsets of about 15 km. From this point onwards only the locally converted

waves, of which the PSP-mode has the strongest reflection, show a reasonable ampli-

tude. As previously shown, the maximum of the PSP-wave is highly confined to a

certain offset, which for this model lies around 20 km. The maximum amplitude of

the PSS-mode is not as well defined as the PSP-maximum and lies around 17 km off-

set. But from 7 km offset onwards the PSS-amplitude has values below the PSP-mode,

which suggests even less chance of its recognition in real data. The overall second

largest amplitude can be observed for the PS-mode at an offset of 3.9 km. This wave

travels as P-mode down to the reflector and upwards through the rock in S-mode. Be-

yond this offset until the point at which the wave gets refracted at around 12 km, it

matches the amplitude behaviour of the pure P-wave. The S-mode with only S-waves

below the seabed shows the fourth highest amplitude of all target waves. It exhibits

two maxima at 2.5 km and 7 km with a change of sign in between at about 4.8 km
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Figure 5.4: Effective reflection coefficients for a PS-wave over incident angle and varying
ratio between S-wave velocity of the basalt and P-wave velocities of the sur-
rounding rocks.

offset due to a phase change.

The effective reflection coefficient for the wave type which travels down to the tar-

get interface only as a P-wave and up to the seabed only as an S-wave is shown in

Figure 5.4. One can observe that the amplitude rises from zero-offsets to a maximum

around 30− 40◦ of the incident angle. The maximum and the point of refraction are

shifted to nearer offsets with increasing vS2/vP1 ratio. Additionally the maximum value

of the amplitude decreases with increasing velocity ratio. Therefore the best circum-

stances to record a PS-wave is the case where the S-wave velocity of the basalt is small

compared with the P-wave velocities of the sediments. This implies that one will get

the best response of a PS-wave if the basalt velocities are only slightly faster than the
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surrounding sediments. For this model the PS-wave has the second highest amplitude

after the pure P-wave at near offsets.

To evaluate the PS-mode and pure S-wave I calculated the seismic wavefield for an

OBC recording. The horizontal in-line component of the OBC-data (Figure 5.5) shows

more details than the calculated streamer data, which is shown in Figure 6.2 on page 65.

Because of the directional recording of the wavefield the shear-waves are enhanced and

have higher amplitudes compared to the streamer data.

As the effective reflection coefficient in Figure 5.3 suggests, one could observe a

strong response of the PS-wave at offsets around 4 km. Also the S-mode shows a large

amplitude around 9 km offset. These two waves lie outside the indicated less-disturbed

area. Therefore a recording could be impeded by multiple energy, if an OBC survey is

not used.

Producing the synthetic seismogram without the sea-surface, removes most of the

multiples (Figure 5.6). The S-wave is now traceable from 3 km offset up to 12 km

offset. The seismogram still incorporates interbed multiples, which have smaller am-

plitudes compared to multiples connected with the free surface. However they are still

large enough to be mistaken for one of the weak locally converted waves.

Due to the horizontal recording the locally converted waves are suppressed. Because

OBCs record the wave field with multi components, upgoing P-waves will be empha-

sised in the vertical and pressure components of the data.

5.5 Sea-bed Shear-wave Source

An even better shear-wave response can be achieved if the source is placed on the

seabed. Using a horizontal point-force source will avoid the unnecessary P to S con-

version at the seabed which decreases the down-going S-wave energy (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.5: Synthetic seismogram of the horizontal component of an OBC recording includ-
ing all multiples (see also Figure 5.6). Traveltimes for the sub-basalt reflections
are plotted in red and P-wave reflections of the basalt interfaces are blue. Strong
events around 4500 m offset are reflections from the basalt-interfaces: PS-waves
at 4.5 s TWT and pure S-waves at 5.5 s TWT.
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sea-surface (compare with Figure 5.5). Traveltimes for the sub-basalt reflections
are plotted in red and P-wave reflections of the basalt interfaces are blue. Strong
events around 4500 m offset are reflections from the basalt-interfaces: PS-waves
at 4.5 s TWT and pure S-waves at 5.5 s TWT.
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Figure 5.7: Effective reflection coefficients over offset for three target waves using a seabed
source and ocean-bottom recording.

It shows that the change of source position down to the seabed dramatically increases

the S-wave amplitude at near offsets. The amplitude decreases faster then the ampli-

tude of the pure P-wave with offset, but reaches the same levels as the overall strongest

response.

However, this is going to be contaminated by different S-wave modes from both

basalt interfaces and water related multiples. Additionally these unwanted waves have

almost the same move-out as the pure S-wave from the target. Furthermore, the acqui-

sition costs using a seabed source will be far more expensive than shooting streamer or

OBC data.

Figure 5.8 shows the behaviour of this S-wave with varying vS2/vP1 ratio over inci-

dent angle. The amplitude at near offsets stays nearly constant with varying velocity

ratio. The observed second maximum at mid ranges increases with decreasing vS2/vP1

velocity ratio to values up to 15 % of the source amplitude. This shows that if the S-

wave velocity of the basalt is lower than the P-wave velocity of the surrounding rock,
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Figure 5.8: Effective reflection coefficient for a pure S-wave over incident angle and varying
ratio between S-wave velocity of the basalt and P-wave velocities of the surround-
ing rocks.

which corresponds with a layer of normal velocities, one will observe a strong pure

S-wave at incident angles of around 50◦.

Figure 5.9 shows the synthetic seismogram for such a geometry using again the model

of Figure 4.6 on page 33 but without the free surface. The main new feature using a

seabed point-source for the calculation is a strong groundroll and three refracted waves

which travel along the seabed. Strong responses connected to the basalt layer at zero

offset and about 2 seconds traveltime can be observed (P-waves of the basalt top and

base). Additionally at 12 km offset strong amplitudes are recorded for the pure S-wave

of the basalt top at 7.4 seconds traveltime and basalt base at 6.6 seconds.
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One can trace the pure S-wave of the target interface from about 1 km offset up to

about 9 km offset before it gets distorted by the groundroll and other modes. This mode

shows the largest amplitude of the target waves, even larger than the PS-wave. The PS-

wave can only be observed in a small window around 2-4 km offsets. Furthermore the

synthetic data shows again that the PSS-mode has a far weaker response than the PSP-

mode. Despite the horizontal recording the seismogram shows the pure P-wave of the

target from 1-8 km offsets. But by far the strongest response of the target interface is

recorded for the pure S-wave as expected.

This and the strong S-wave response in the OBC data (Figure 5.6, page 56) might be

due to the high velocity contrast of the seabed. The model used (Figure 4.6) shows less

velocity contrast between the P-wave velocity of the water (1480 m/s) and the S-wave

velocity of the seabed (1850 m/s), compared to the high P-wave velocity at the seabed

(3200 m/s). To verify the results for a softer seabed, I modified the model by changing

the velocities between 1800 and 1900 m depth to a gradient layering. I used 100

layers of 1 metre thickness with gradually increasing S-wave velocities starting with

100 m/s at the seabed. The P-wave velocity at the seabed was reduced to 1733 m/s and

increased it in 4 steps with depth. Both velocities match the original seabed velocity in

a 200 m thick layer above the basalt to regain a vS2/vP1 ratio of 1.

The resulting synthetic seismogram is shown in Figure 5.10. Multiple, very slow

groundroll disturbances in the Osiris simulation can be observed. This destroys any

chance of detecting weak responses where they occur. Where the picture is undis-

torted one observes strong S-wave reflections from the basalt interfaces. Apart from

these modes locally converted target-waves cannot be recognised. Despite having a

horizontal point-force as source the synthetic does not reveal any signs of the PS-wave

or S-wave of the target. This might be due to the Osiris program, which seems to be

unsuitable for this task.
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Figure 5.10: Synthetic seismogram of the horizontal component for a seabed with S-wave
velocity gradient using a horizontal point-force source on the seabed and OBC.





CHAPTER 6

Case Studies for Systems Based on Single

Layered Basalt

6.1 Introduction

The real data available for this study were obtained in two different regions along the

Atlantic margin. One full dataset using a multi-pass recording was acquired in the

Rockall Trough. The other four shooting locations were placed in the shallower waters

of the Faroe-Shetland basin. These data sets consisted only of selected, single, shot

records: a 12 km streamer recording, a 12 km plus 6 km two-boat experiment and a

standard 6 km streamer shooting.

6.2 Rockall Trough

The Rockall data was shot by the BGS Rockall Continental Margin Consortium. The

profile of 140 km length was shot by a two-boat acquisition method. Both vessels

had identical sources, recording equipment and towed 6 km hydrophone streamers. To

achieve an offset of 30 km the vessels made two passes in opposite directions. On both

runs they fired their guns alternately at 100 m intervals and recorded simultaneously

18 s with a sampling interval of 4 ms. In the first run the vessel separation was 12 km

63
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Figure 6.1: Super-gather shot-record 6928 of the Rockall Trough with offsets up to 12 km
and proposed less-disturbed area in yellow, which is limited by the top-basalt
P-wave reflection, the seabed reflection and the first water reverberation.
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and on the second pass 24 km with a shift in shot position by 50 m. The data were

sorted into 2800 shot gathers with an interval of 50 m and an offset of 30 km.
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Figure 6.2: Synthetic seismogram for the streamer data of Figure 6.1 showing the proposed
less-disturbed area and traveltime curves for sub-basalt reflections.
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Figure 6.1 shows the super-gather of shot 6928 overlaid in yellow by the assumed

less-disturbed area, which is framed by the top-basalt P-wave reflection, the seabed

reflection and the first water column reverberation. The multiples in this area can only

be interbed reverberations and the area to the right of the seabed reflection is usually

dominated by strong refractions as shown in this real data example.

Figure 6.2 shows the synthetic seismogram for this shot using the simple model of

Figure 4.6 on page 33. The seismic traces are overlaid by blue traveltime curves for

P-wave reflections of non-target interfaces. The red traveltime curves indicate the trav-

eltimes of five possible reflections from the target horizon. Despite the simple model

many strong multiples are observed, which disturb the seismic signal mainly at near

offsets. This can be observed for the pure P-wave of the target around 5 seconds trav-

eltime and near offsets. In this case the first water-column multiple hides parts of this

target wave.

Next to the pure P-wave one can also observe the arrival of the PSP-mode in this less-

disturbed part of the seismogram. As calculated before (see Chapter 4) the amplitude

of the PSP-wave is higher than the amplitude of the PSS-mode. For this model the

PSS-mode is also covered by interbed multiples, which make the wave unrecognisable.

Figure 6.3 shows the single super-gather shot of Figure 6.1 with three green traveltime

curves showing the top of different reflections near the basalt top. The first seabed

multiple (turquoise dashes) arrives shortly after the top-basalt P-wave reflections. The

three blue traveltime curves indicate possible converted waves from below the basalt,

which are masked in near offsets by the seabed multiple and in far offsets, beyond the

yellow marked seabed arrival, by mainly refracted waves. This leaves us with a data

window, defined by first multiple, basalt top and seabed arrival, to detect any converted

responses of sub-basalt horizons.

A semblance plot with velocity picks for the P-wave arrivals of this shot is shown in

Figure 6.4. The NMO-corrected data shows the top-basalt reflection arriving at about
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Figure 6.3: Super-gather shot-record 6928 of the Rockall Trough with offsets up to 12 km
and overlayed traveltime curves (yellow - seabed reflection, turquoise - seabed
multiples, green - P-wave reflections of 2 basalt layers, blue - converted waves).
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Figure 6.4: Semblance plot with P-wave velocity picks and NMO correction for a single
super-gather in the Rockall Trough.

Figure 6.5: Semblance plot with S-velocity picks and NMO-correction, which shows flat-
tened far-offset amplitudes for the same super-gather as in Figure 6.4.
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4.6 s with the bended arrival of the seabed multiple below. At least three different top-

basalt reflections can be determined over offset, which might indicate a highly faulted

sill layer in varying depths.

Figure 6.5 shows the same shot but for far offsets with lower velocity picks below the

basalt (S-wave velocities). Below the top-basalt arrivals between 5500 m and 8500 m

Figure 6.6: Pre-stack time migrated section with sparse velocity picks (left) and non-
migrated NMO-stack section with dense velocity picks down to the basalt layers
at about 4.5 s (right).
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there is a flattened wavetrain after NMO correction using the lower velocities. This

wavetrain is inside the data window described in Figure 6.1, corresponding to the de-

sired converted wave arrival.

The P-wave velocity picks were used to build a velocity model down to the top of the

basalt and the NMO-corrected stacked result of a P-wave section of the Rockall data

of about 4 km length is shown in Figure 6.6. The lefthand side shows the migrated

section provided by a service company. The right side shows the non-migrated section

with precise P-wave velocity picks above the basalt top. Both sections show similar

features with the right side showing a better continuation of some horizons. This new
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Figure 6.7: Velocity model for converted wave modelling (green - P-Wave, blue dashes -
S-Wave, red - target horizon).
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section is used to build a more accurate velocity model of the layers above the basalt,

which is essential for full-waveform modelling.

Figure 6.7 shows the velocities and possible target rays beneath the basalt. These

were used to calculate a synthetic seismogram, which is shown in Figure 6.8. The ray

tracing traveltime curves, which were also superimposed onto Figure 6.3 on page 67,

match the main features of the real data. The dashed blue traveltimes show the con-

verted waves from a target below the basalt (green). They cross the less-disturbed

window between the seabed reflection and the first seabed multiple. But the synthetic

seismogram does not show any corresponding amplitudes as found in the real data of

Figure 6.5 on page 68. It might be that these amplitudes are of a different origin, maybe

interbed multiples or caused by scattering.

6.3 Faroes-Shetland Basin

6.3.1 Two-boat Recording

To overcome the problems of mislocation of reciprocal geometries Veritas DGC used a

12 km streamer on the first boat. Using a second recording boat with a 6 km streamer,

they acquired data with up to 18 km offset between Shetland and the Faroes Islands.

Figure 6.9 shows the recorded traces of this shot gather. At near offsets the seabed to

sea surface multiples (turquoise) are dominant and disturb any reflection from below

the basalt layers. At far-offsets refracted waves (red) can be helpful to determine the

initial velocity model of the area. The far-offset wavetrain has a better signal to noise

ratio than the Rockall Trough data (Figure 6.1, page 64), mainly due to the shallower

water and the one shot recording technique.

Due to the shallower water the first seabed multiple arrives earlier than that in the

Rockall Trough reducing the available data window, constrained by the seabed and
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Figure 6.9: Super-gather shot-record using two boats of the Faroes-Shetland data with su-
perimposed traveltime curves (yellow - seabed reflection, turquoise - first seabed
multiple, green - P-wave reflection of 2 Basalt layers, red - top-basalt refraction.
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Figure 6.10: Semblance plot with P-wave velocity picks and NMO correction for a single
shot of the Faroes-Shetland data.

the top-basalt reflection. Therefore it will be harder to detect any converted wave in

this small time and offset window. Figure 6.10 shows the semblance plot with P-wave

velocity picks and the NMO-corrected single shot of this dataset. It is clearly visible

that the first seabed multiple arrives earlier than the top-basalt reflection.

6.3.2 Long Streamer Recording

Using only one boat and a long streamer of 12 km Veritas DGC reduced the cost

compared to their previous acquisition settings. Figure 6.9 on page 73 shows that the

second streamer beyond 12 km offset mainly records refracted waves. Because these

cannot be recorded from sedimentary interfaces beneath a basalt, a long streamer of

12 km should be adequate for hydrocarbon exploration (Figure 6.11). The data was

acquired by Veritas DGC using a 12 km streamer near the Faroe Islands and only a

single shot has been made available to me. Figure 6.12 shows the synthetic seismogram
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using the picked velocities from above the basalt layer.

To examine responses from beneath the basalt we included three interfaces with in-

creasing impedance contrast. Straight lines are pure P-wave reflections, where the

dark blue lines are the traveltime curves of the top and the bottom of the basalt

layer. Other curves indicate interfaces from below the basalt (Red for a weak contrast

(δvp = 200m/s), green for a strong one (δvp = 800m/s) and light blue for a basement

(δvp = 1200m/s)).

All three interfaces can be seen at near offsets in their P-wave responses. That is

the only mode which can be discriminated because of the weak contrast. The strong

contrast (green) can also be detected in the PS-converted wave (7Pd6SuPu – P-waves

down through 7 layers, S-waves up through 6 layers and one P-mode through water to

the receivers.) around 2000 m offset but is disturbed by multiples. The big velocity

change at the top of the basement (light blue) can be seen in almost all waves except the

locally converted waves. It is impossible to detect any locally converted waves using

a single basalt layer, strong sub-basalt velocity contrasts and a noise-free synthetic

seismogram. But all three sub-basalt P-wave reflections can be traced, which indicates

that one has to concentrate on this wave type in real data.
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Figure 6.11: Real shot-gather of a sea surface recording with a 12 km Streamer.
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Figure 6.12: Synthetic shot-gather of a sea surface recording for the Faroes area with super-
imposed traveltime curves for waves from 3 sub-basalt interfaces.





CHAPTER 7

Multi-layered Basalts

7.1 Introduction

So far most seismic studies have assumed one flat and horizontal layer of basalt. But

even with just one uniform layer it is unlikely to find a match of velocities in real nature

as required for a maximum amplitude of locally converted shear-waves (see Chapter 4).

This becomes even more unrealistic if the basalt sequence consists of alternating low-

velocity and high-velocity rocks. Stoker et al. (1993) document this feature for most

of the European north-east Atlantic margin. The Ocean Drilling Program’s borehole

data confirm the thinly layered basalt structure on the southeast Greenland margin

(Shipboard Scientific Party, 1994; Planke and Cambray, 1998; Planke et al., 1999b)

and the Vøring margin (Planke and Eldholm, 1994; Planke, 1994) which are both part

of the North Atlantic Igneous Province.

To take this fact into account and to make a more realistic model of the basalt-covered

regions I used borehole data of the borehole 164/07-1 drilled by Conoco on the He-

brides Shelf in 1997 (see Fig. 2.1 on page 6). Its acoustic log recorded almost 1200 m

of thinly layered basalt with interbedded low-velocity layers.

Thinly layered structures act as a low-pass filter for the seismic waves (Ziolkowski

and Fokkema, 1986). This was already observed by Mack (1997), who also used
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borehole data from basalt-covered areas for his models. He concluded that acquisitions

have to be designed to extend the spectrum to lower frequencies. I test these findings

on the available borehole data and study the amplitude behaviour over frequency of

sub-basalt reflections.

Additionally the behaviour of locally converted waves in the presence of thin-layered

basalts and inter-bedded multiples is investigated.

7.2 Borehole Data

Figure 7.1 shows the well logs recorded at Conoco’s borehole 164/07-1 in 768 m water

depth. A sudden change of the recorded values of all log types from around 2000 m

depth indicate the top of the basalt, which continues for at least 1200 m below. Within

this basaltic interval the average P-wave velocity is about 4500 m/s and varies rapidly

between 2300 m/s and 6400 m/s. Also the density in this area shows abrupt changes

between 1.5 g/cm3 and 2.9 g/cm3.

This is probably due to changes in the basalt properties and inter-bedded sediments

and ashes. Internally the velocity of a basalt layer increases slowly from the top and

decreases rapidly at the bottom of a flow. Bergman (1997) reports basalt flows of 5-

50 m thickness which can be weathered and fractured. Interflow material usually takes

up 5-10 % of the aggregate thickness and includes tuffs, volcanogenic sediments and

soils.
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7.2.1 Model Building

I used part of the borehole logs to investigate the effect of the thinly layered basalt

on seismic reflections. Therefore I took 800 m of the recorded velocities from 2200-

3000 m depth and placed it at 1025 m depth (Figure 7.2). I blocked the original P-

wave velocity and density by 2 m and added an S-wave velocity calculated for an

isotropic model. The basalt was overlain by a seabed-sediment layer (vp = 2500 m/s,

vs = 1443 m/s) and the whole model was set in 425 m of water. Beneath the basalt two

sediment layers were inserted. The upper one with vp = 3000 m/s and vs = 1732 m/s

and the lower one with vp = 4000 m/s and vs = 2309 m/s, formed a sub-basalt target

interface with a P-wave velocity difference of 1000 m/s in 5025 m depth.

7.3 Effects on Pure P-waves

Because of the thinly layered structure of the flood basalts and their continuous form,

the complexes exhibit transverse isotropic properties. This anisotropic behaviour is due

to the much larger wavelength of seismic waves in comparison to the flow thicknesses.

Actual measurements of VSP, refracted and borehole velocities show that the average

anisotropy is 10-20 % at the ODP drill sites (Planke and Flovenz, 1996). Additionally

the thin layering causes a delay in signal energy with increasing offsets (Mack, 1997).

The main feature of this thinly stratified sequence is the extreme reflection of high

frequencies, only allowing energy of low frequency to pass through the basalt. This

feature is amplified with increasing acoustic contrast and frequencies (Ziolkowski and

Fokkema, 1986), reflecting high frequencies back to the top. The transmission of low

frequencies acts like a linear low-pass filter, only admitting long wavelength for sub-

basalt imaging.
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Figure 7.2: P-wave velocity model with one deep sub-basalt reflector using part of Conoco’s
acoustic log 164/07-1 (see Figure 7.1).
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7.3.1 Deep Reflector with High Impedance

The synthetic shot record with a maximum offset of 4000 m can be seen in Figure 7.3.

It shows a recording using a delayed 3-loop Ricker wavelet with a centre frequency

of 35 Hz. The 78 hydrophones and the point source including the source ghost were

set 5 m beneath the sea-surface. Only direct wave, seabed and top-basalt reflection are

traceable. Overall the seismogram is disturbed by strong multiples making it impos-

sible to image the target layer, despite the fact that I set the target interface 3200 m

beneath the basalt sequence, choosing a high impedance contrast and continuous hori-

zontal layering.

Using a centre frequency of 10 Hz for the wavelet results in a shot record shown in

Figure 7.4. To enhance the lower frequency the source and hydrophones were lowered

to 15m beneath the sea surface. The change to lower frequency content seems to

enhance the main features of the seismogram. Despite that, the pure P-wave reflection

of the target interface cannot be traced, due to weak amplitude and overlying multiples.

To reduce the effect of the multiples I calculated seismograms without the free surface

of the water. This was done by putting 5 km of water on top of the original sea surface.

The result for the 35 Hz source wavelet can be seen in Figure 7.5. It shows a clear

P-wave reflection of the target interface with only slight distortions by inter-bedded

multiples between 3.5 and 4 s. This is in agreement with studies by Longshaw et al.

(1998), who found most of the multiple energy in connection with the sea surface.

Compared with reflections of the basalt, the amplitude of the target layer is much

weaker and we see a shift to lower frequency content. Figure 7.6 shows the sea surface

removed shot record for the 10 Hz wavelet case. We observe a rise in amplitude from

the sub-basalt reflection as predicted. To evaluate this behaviour I calculated the am-

plitude ratio of the target wave and the top-basalt reflection for different frequencies

from 3 Hz to 35 Hz (Figure 7.7). It shows that the amplitude of sub-basalt reflection

decreases exponentially with increasing source frequency. We can expect the ampli-
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Figure 7.3: Synthetic seismogram for model in Figure 7.2 showing P-wave traveltime curves
for reflections from the top of the basalt (blue) and the sub-basalt interface (red).
Centre frequency used for the delayed 3-loop Ricker wavelet is 35 Hz (compare
also with Figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.4: Synthetic seismogram for model in Figure 7.2 showing P-wave traveltime curves
for reflections from the top of the basalt (blue) and the sub-basalt interface (red).
Centre frequency used for the delayed 3-loop Ricker wavelet is 10 Hz (compare
also with Figure 7.6).
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Figure 7.5: Synthetic seismogram for model in Figure 7.2 without sea surface showing P-
wave traveltime curves for reflections from the top of the basalt (blue) and the
sub-basalt interface (red). Centre frequency used for the delayed 3-loop Ricker
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Figure 7.6: Synthetic seismogram for model in Figure 7.2 without sea surface showing P-
wave traveltime curves for reflections from the top of the basalt (blue) and the
sub-basalt interface (red). Centre frequency used for the delayed 3-loop Ricker
wavelet is 10 Hz (compare also with Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.7: Amplitude ratio between top-basalt and sub-basalt reflection over centre fre-
quency of Ricker wavelet.

tude to rise by a factor of 6 if one decreases the source frequency to 3 Hz from 35 Hz.

A more realistic decrease to 10 Hz would at least double the amplitude for surface

recordings of a sub-basalt reflection.

7.3.2 Shallow Reflectors with Variable Impedances

The last model had one sub-basalt interface placed deep below the base of the basalt

to move it away from any disturbing reflections from the layers above. To investigate

a more realistic geological setting and to evaluate effects of inter-bedded multiples

and internal reflections caused by the basalt sequence, I inserted four sub-basalt layers

closer beneath the base of the basalt (Figure 7.8).

All layers have a thickness of 100 m, forming three interfaces with increasing

impedance with depth:

1) vp = 3000 m/s vs = 1732 m/s
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Figure 7.8: P-wave velocity model with three shallow sub-basalt reflectors using part of
Conoco’s acoustic log 164/07-1 (see Figure 7.1).
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2) vp = 3300 m/s vs = 1905 m/s

3) vp = 3900 m/s vs = 2252 m/s

4) vp = 4800 m/s vs = 2771 m/s

Figure 7.9 shows the synthetic shot gather of this model without the sea surface at

35 Hz main source frequency. The red traveltime curves indicate the P arrivals of

the three target interfaces. None of the reflections can be traced due to their weak

amplitudes compared to strong mode converted and inter-bedded multiple reflections

of the overlaying basalt sequence.

Using a source frequency of 10 Hz does not improve the recognition of the sub-basalt

reflections, as shown in Figure 7.10. In spite of using an isotropic model, horizontal

layering and the removal of sea-surface related multiples, the basalt related inter-bed

multiples are hiding any sub-basalt reflection.

7.4 Effects on Converted Waves

Using the model with one sub-basalt interface (Figure 7.2, page 83) I investigated the

influence of thin-layered basalts on mode-converted waves. To obtain only reflections

from the target below the basalt, we calculated an additional seismogram without the

sub-basalt interface and subtracted it from the original shot gather. This leaves us with

seismograms showing only waves with ray-paths touching the target interface. Any

primary reflection, converted wave or multiple only connected to the basalt sequence

is therefore removed.

Figure 7.11 shows the result for a 35 Hz and a 10 Hz source. Both frequencies show a

strong pure P-wave reflection from the sub-basalt target, marked with a red traveltime

curve. The next strongest reflections are the sea-column peg-leg multiples of this P-

wave. Most of the traceable reflections show the same moveout as the pure P-wave.
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Figure 7.9: Synthetic shot gather of 3 shallow sub-basalt reflectors without the free-surface
using a main source frequency of 35 Hz (compare with Figure 7.10).
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Figure 7.10: Synthetic shot gather of 3 shallow sub-basalt reflectors without the free-surface
using a main source frequency of 10 Hz (compare with Figure 7.9).
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Figure 7.12 shows the result at 35 Hz overlayed with the traveltime curves of the

main reflections including converted waves. We can clearly trace the pure P-wave

reflection from beneath the basalt but not one converted wave is visible. Comparing

these findings with the results of Chapter 4 shows that the narrow mid-offset amplitude

maxima for converted waves are unlikely to be encountered in real data with thinly

layered basalts.

To get a clearer picture of the converted waves I removed the sea-surface from our

model. The resulting target reflections are shown in Figure 7.13. Even without sea

surface and its related multiples the converted waves are not traceable. Events with

arrival times later than the pure P-wave have to be inter-bedded multiples. They are of

higher amplitude than any converted wave and have a non-regular appearance due to

the chaotic layering of the basalt sequence. A removal of these multiples in real data

is unlikely, making it very difficult to utilise converted waves in streamer data.
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Figure 7.11: Shot gathers showing only the seismic response of one sub-basalt interface (see
Figure 7.2) for a source frequency of 35 Hz (left) and 10 Hz (right). Red travel-
time curve indicates first break of the pure P-wave.
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The calculated effective reflection coefficients for sub-basalt waves are shown in Fig-

ure 7.14. As the synthetic seismograms showed, the pure P-wave is by far the strongest

mode to be expected in streamer data. Its amplitude has a maximum at near offsets at

about 0.7 % of the source amplitude. The calculation confirms the findings from Fig-

ure 7.13, that even inter-bedded multiples are stronger than any of the converted waves.

And this not only at near offsets but over the whole measured offset.

Figure 7.15 shows the converted waves in detail. The common PS-wave has the

strongest amplitude around 2700 m, which is at least 20 times weaker than the pure

P-wave. Second strongest is the ’Shear-wave’ which only runs in P-mode from the
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Figure 7.14: Effective reflection coefficients for sub-basalt target reflections and two inter-
bedded multiples.
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Figure 7.15: Effective reflection coefficients for converted waves from the sub-basalt inter-
face.

source to the seabed. This is in agreement with our findings from Chapter 5, which

proposed the possibility of using these wave types with ocean bottom recordings and

seabed source. It also confirms that the PSP-mode has a very weak amplitude, if the

S-wave velocity of the basalt layers does not match the surrounding P-wave veloci-

ties. The calculation confirms also that the PSS-mode is less sensitive to the velocity

match. Owing to the complex velocity structure of the basalt sequence one finds a new

converted wave with amplitudes similar to the PSS-wave. The PSSSSS-wave runs as P-

mode from the source to the top of the basalt, where it converts to S-mode. In streamer

data this wave has to change back to P-mode between seabed and hydrophones. This

mode has amplitudes higher than the PSS-mode but would probably improve when

measured on the seabed.
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7.5 Base Basalt Reflections

To evaluate the response of the base basalt I plotted the traveltime curves for the main

reflection types on top of the shot gather produced without sea-surface. Figure 7.16
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Figure 7.16: Shot gathers showing the seismic response of the basalt sequence for a source
frequency of 35 Hz and no sea-surface. Reflections of the basalt base are marked
by green traveltime curves.
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shows that imaging the bottom interface of a basalt sequence might be even more dif-

ficult than imaging a sub-basalt reflector. At the base basalt interface the velocities

change from high velocities inside the basalt sequence to a lower velocities of the

underlying sediment, which produces a negative reflection coefficient. A reflection

from the base basalt interface should therefore have a polarisation reversal. One can

also expect that the underlying sediments have higher velocities than the sediments

directly above the basalt sequence, because the rock is deeper buried beneath the sur-

face. Therefore the velocity and impedance contrast at the base-basalt interface will in

general be lower than at the top-basalt interface.

The used model for this study actually has a higher impedance contrast at the base
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Figure 7.17: Effective reflection coefficients of base basalt reflections.
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basalt interface compared to the top basalt interface (Figure 7.10). But even with a

higher reflection coefficient at the base-basalt interface, not one of the waves is trace-

able. Even the pure P-wave is either too weak or obscured by other interbed multiples

caused by the basalt sequence.

The effective reflection coefficients for the modes of the base basalt are shown in

Figure 7.17. It shows that the pure P-wave reflection is again by far the strongest

reflection. With over 1.2 % at near offsets it has an amplitude more than 10 times

stronger than the PPPSSP reflection (PS-wave). All other modes (PPSSPP, PSSSSP,

PPSSSP) are even weaker than the PS-reflection.





CHAPTER 8

Case Study for Systems Based on Multi

Layered Basalts

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter I examine the differences in frequency content of a standard seismic

recording and a low-frequency acquisition. The standard dataset used a 6 km streamer

and a conventional high-frequency set-up, while the low-frequency data were recorded

with a 12 km streamer and a low-frequency set-up. Both datasets were shot on exactly

the same profile over flood basalts of the Faroe-Shetland Basin. I only had single shots

of the standard profile but the whole low-frequency line was available to me.

Due to the good planning of Veritas DGC the newly shot data exactly follows the

profile of their speculative data shot a year earlier in July-August 2000. The new

low-frequency data was shot for Texaco UK on the 17 August 2001 and is labelled

TX01-2A as shown in Figure 8.1.

The sailing direction on both runs was 132 degrees, starting on the Faroe Shelf and

shooting in South-East direction into the Faroe-Shetland Channel and deeper water.

TX01-2A like the old SF00S-010 data was shot with 12.5 m hydrophone spacing and

a 3 Hz low-cut filter. To allow the new data to contain more low-frequency content the

streamer was lowered to 14.7-15.1 m below sea-surface compared to an 8 m average

103
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Figure 8.1: Map showing the Faroe-Shetland Basin including the location of the profile
TX01B-2 and borehole 214/04-1. The data SF00S-010, which used a standard
setup, was shot exactly on the same profile as the marked low-frequency data
TX01B-2.

on the old run. Furthermore the source array depth was also lowered from 6 m to

14.7-16.1 m to compensate for the ghost effect, see also the paper in Appendix C.1.

To produce additional lower frequencies the overall source volume was increased from

3542 cu. inch to 7610 cu. inch by adding two 2000 cu. inch airguns to either side of the

standard source array. Another main difference to the SF00S-010 data was the use of

a different and longer streamer. The old data used a conventional 6 km long streamer

whereas the new data used a solid streamer of about 12 km length. Because a GI gun

was fired 3 seconds before the main array on the new TX01B-2 data the recording time

had to be extended to over 12 seconds. Probably due to this fact and the longer streamer

the shot-point interval on the TX01B-2 data is 37.5 m. This rather unfortunately wide

shot-spacing is the only drawback compared to the old shot interval of 25 m.
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8.2 Low Frequency Comparison

There were only single shots of the standard SF00S-010 data available to me. But com-

paring these with shots of the new TX01-2A already show us significant differences

between the two acquisition methods. Figure 8.2 shows FFID 192 of the old standard

data with a maximum offset of 6 km. The source position of this shot has a maximum

deviation of 30 m in x and y direction from the shot of the new TX01B-2 line.

Only the first 500 channels of the TX01B-2 shot FFID 76 (Figure 8.3) are shown to

compare them to the only 6 km offset of the old data. Additional reflections seen on

this plot at far-offsets crossing the direct wave from source to streamer, result from a

GI gun which was fired 3 seconds before the main array was fired.

Comparing these unprocessed shots shows the significant enhancement in signal to

noise ratio the solid streamer produces. There are also far fewer dead traces and the

signal from beneath the top basalt reflection - from 4.5 s and below - has a higher

amplitude and appears of lower frequency than in Figure 8.2.

To compare the frequency content of both acquisitions both shots were filtered with

bandpass filters. The first filter of 1-5 Hz shows that there is almost no energy in this

frequency band on the SF00S-010 data (Figure 8.4).

Both acquisitions had a 3 Hz cut-off filter set on the receiver recordings but due to

the additional low-frequency air-guns of the TX01B-2 acquisition, strong reflections

down to 5.5 seconds and weaker amplitudes even down to 8 seconds recording time

were still recorded (Figure 8.5). Even on the 1-4 Hz bandpass filtered TX01B-2 data

one still finds significant amplitudes, whereas the old standard data shows only noise

(not shown).

Similar results for both shot-gathers using a high-frequency bandpass-filter of 100-

250 Hz can be seen in Figure 8.6 and 8.7. Only the advantage of the solid streamer

gives the TX01B-2 data a far better signal to noise ratio.
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Figure 8.2: FFID 192 of the standard 6km-streamer data SF00S-010 shot at the same location
and direction as the low-frequency shot in Figure 8.3. Compared to the new data
of Figure 8.3 it shows a higher frequency content but much lesser energy content
below the top-basalt reflection at around 4.5 s zero-offset TWT.
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Figure 8.3: The first 6 km of FFID 76 from the new line TX01-2A recorded with a solid
12km-streamer and additional low frequency air-guns showing superior data
quality compared to the standard data of Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.4: The low-pass filtered data of the standard shot SF00S-010 (Figure 8.2) shows
almost no energy below 5 Hz compared to the new low-frequency data of line
TX01-2A (see Figure 8.5).
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Figure 8.5: The low-pass filtered data of the low-frequency shot (Figure 8.3) of line TX01-
2A shows more energy below 5 Hz than the standard data SF00S-010 (see Fig-
ure 8.4).
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8.3 High Frequency Comparison

Figure 8.6 and 8.7 also show that free-surface multiples contaminate the whole record-

ing time, disturbing probable sub-basalt reflections below 4.2 seconds. Successions

of water-column reverberations can be observed at about 4.2, 6.3 and 8.4 seconds but

also up to four strong interbed or peg-leg multiples following the free-surface multi-

ples. This is consistent with modelling studies done on borehole data (Hanssen and Li,

2001).

All zero-offset traces of the 47 km long profile of the TX01B-2 data can be seen in

Figure 8.8. Because the GI gun was fired at zero time and the full array at 3 seconds,

3 seconds had to be cut off and the time stamp had to be corrected. Additionally 12

source traces had to be stripped off the record but few shots had to be corrected for

reverse polarisation and dead traces. Because of the good quality of the solid streamer

only 7 traces of the 936 channels had to be corrected.

Figure 8.8 shows the ’zero’ offset traces - actually the first trace of each shot had

an offset of 156 m - over FFIDs. The plot is time corrected for the GI gun, so that

3 seconds are already taken off the original recording time, showing the actual two-

way traveltime (TWT).

The seabed is dipping for the first 100-150 FFIDs showing the limits of the Faroe

Shelf in the north-west. Beyond that point the seabed is almost horizontal with the

lowest point around FFID 450 and an average TWT change of only 0.1 seconds. Below

the seabed one can observe an undulating structure of sediments and a strong reflec-

tor at about 2.7 seconds TWT marking the transition zone from opal to quartz. This

reflector seems to cross sedimentary boundaries at about FFID 250 and 500. Around

3.1 seconds and between FFID 300 and 600 another strong reflector is visible which

disappears to the left.

The top basalt reflection is the strong low-frequency reflection between 4 and 4.5 sec-
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Figure 8.6: Using a 100-250 Hz bandpass filter on the standard SF00S-010 shot (Figure 8.2)
shows that successions of free-surface multiples contaminate the whole recording
time.
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Figure 8.7: Using a 100-250 Hz bandpass filter on the TX01B-2 shot (Figure 8.3) shows that
not only simple water-column multiples dominate but also additional interbed
multiples will disturb the primary data even at far offsets.
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Figure 8.8: Zero-offset section of the low-frequency TX01-2A data clearly showing sea-
surface multiples overlying the top-basalt reflection around 4-4.5 sec uncorrected
two-way traveltime.
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onds TWT. The top of the basalt has an additional high around FFID 330 and gradu-

ally disappears towards the South-East. The first water-column reverberation overlies

the low-frequency basalt-response with its high-frequency content. Below the top of

the basalt between 4.4 and 5 seconds a strong interbed multiple following the TWT

of a seabed to opal-quartz transition zone reverberation can be traced over the whole

47 km. This interbed multiple is doubled around 5.5 seconds from FFID 950 onwards

and again strongly dipping on the first 200 FFIDs from 4.9 to 5.5 seconds. The un-

processed data shows us already that one can expect a high contamination of interbed

multiples below the basalt. Further down from 6 seconds onwards the free-surface

and interbed multiples repeat themselves, as do additional reverberation from between

top-basalt and seabed.

For the standard processing of the TX01B-2 data I concentrated on part of the line

between FFID 150 and 650, which excludes the dipping Faroe Shelf in the north-west

part of the data. It includes the FFIDs where the reflector at 3 seconds seems to vanish

and ends in the middle of the profile.

8.4 Processing

After CDP binning 4 horizons were picked for every 75 FFIDs. The interfaces up

to the top basalt were determined from the zero-offset plot. After post-stack time-

migration (PostSTM) 3 more horizons were identified above the basalt and velocity

picking continued for every 10th CDP. Part of this PostSTM section is plotted on the

left of Figure 8.9 to compare it with further processing steps.

An attempt to pick below the top-basalt reflection at 4.3 seconds is shown in the

second section of Figure 8.9. The additional velocity picks improve the image above

the basalt slightly but do not change the picture beneath the basalt top. Artifacts of

the PostSTM due to the miss-match of velocities can be observed. Additionally the
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reflections of the interbed multiples discussed above are clearly visible at 4.9 seconds

and at 6.5 seconds and below.
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To attenuate the free-surface multiples I carefully applied an FK-filter and migrated

the data again, which can be seen in the 3rd section of Figure 8.9. Because the water-

column reverberation is almost removed from the data, the top-basalt reflection shows

much higher detail compared to the original PostSTM sections. The interbed multiple

at 4.9 seconds seems to be reduced and the image below that point shows more details.

One can also see that below 6.4 seconds, where the second water-column reverberation

and the basalt-seabed multiple appear, the data characteristics completely change.

The last section on the right shows an additional Radon transform of the FK-filtered

data. I picked some of the internal multiples which were visible in the semblance plot

(see bottom image of Figure 8.10). The interbed multiple at 4.9 seconds is strongly

attenuated but the whole data-set is highly disturbed by processing artifacts.

Figure 8.10 shows the NMO-corrected CDP-gathers and associated semblance plots

of the original data (top) and the FK-filtered data (bottom). The semblance plot of the

original data shows the velocity picks for the 7 Horizons, which are coloured on the

gather below. After reducing the free-surface multiples using an FK-filter, more energy

below the top-basalt reflection appears. The energy of the water-column multiple is

almost reduced to zero and interbed and primary reflections are visible (see ellipse).

Above the basalt the velocity increase with time/depth is quite smooth and does not

show abrupt changes. This is consistent with seismic logs from borehole 214/04-1

which are shown in Figure 8.11. This Mobil borehole is about 35 km north-east of the

profile and drilled over 4 km through sediments. The area is ’unfortunately’ not cov-

ered by basalts but shows us which sediment velocities one can expect on the TX01B-2

line. It also shows that the vp/vs ratio is decreasing from about 3 at 2400 m to 1.8 at

4100 m depth.
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Figure 8.10: Semblance plots, velocity picks and NMO-corrected CDP-gathers for the origi-
nal data (top) and the FK-filtered data (bottom) shows the reduced energy con-
tent in the filtered data enabling an enhanced view of reflections below the top
of the basalt (4.3s).
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Figure 8.11: P-wave (DTCO) and S-wave (DTSM) log of borehole 214/04-1 (see Figure 8.1
for location), which was drilled outside the basalt covered area. The calcu-
lated Vp/Vs ratio shows almost linear behaviour, which can also be assumed for
the properties of the sediments above the basalt sequence in the nearby basalt-
covered area.
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8.5 Sub-Basalt Imaging

After FK-filtering one can detect more energy below the top-basalt but it is still difficult

to determine the correct path for the velocity picks. Therefore I used the velocity picks

from above the top-basalt reflection and inserted a constant interval velocity beneath

4.3 seconds. Figures 8.12-8.16 show 5 PostSTM sections using increasing interval

velocities beneath the top-basalt reflection. All sections have been bandpass filtered

1-70 Hz and an automatic gain control with a 0.5 s window was applied. The plots

show that no primary energy can be detected beneath 6.4 seconds TWT, where the

second water-column reverberation suppresses any primary reflection. They also show

that on all used interval velocities the interbed multiples are the strongest events below

the top of the basalt. It appears that an interval velocity of 6000-7000 m/s is best

suited to image some structure beneath the basalt top. This is most obvious at CDPs

around 5300 but without a removal of interbed multiples one cannot be sure what these

reflections are.

To obtain a clear picture beneath the basalt top one has to attenuate the strong interbed

multiples. The free-surface reverberations are sufficiently suppressed using a carefully

chosen FK-filter. Figure 8.17 shows the pre-stack time-migrated (PreSTM) section

using a linear gradient of 7000 m/s at 9.5 seconds. It reveals free-surface, single,

double and triple interbed multiples with independently, laterally changing amplitudes

covering the whole section.

Veritas DGC processed the whole line of their standard speculative data in the same

way as the low-frequency dataset. To compare the two lines the TX01B-2 hydrophone

group interval was reduced to 25 m by an alternate channel drop, to match the spacing

of the standard data. Additionally all offsets beyond 6 km were discarded from the

TX01B-2 data to match the conventional maximum offset. Using repeated process-

ing steps of NMO corrections, Radon-demultiple methods and Kirchhoff PreSTM on

both datasets with the same parameters, the two sections shown in Figure 8.18 were
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Figure 8.12: FK-filtered post-stack time-migrated section of the low-frequency data TX01-
2A using an interval velocity of 4000 m/s below the top-basalt reflection at about
4.3 s TWT.
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Figure 8.13: FK-filtered post-stack time-migrated section of the low-frequency data TX01-
2A using an interval velocity of 5000 m/s below the top-basalt reflection at about
4.3 s TWT.
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Figure 8.14: FK-filtered post-stack time-migrated section of the low-frequency data TX01-
2A using an interval velocity of 6000 m/s below the top-basalt reflection at about
4.3 s TWT.
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Figure 8.15: FK-filtered post-stack time-migrated section of the low-frequency data TX01-
2A using an interval velocity of 7000 m/s below the top-basalt reflection at about
4.3 s TWT.
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Figure 8.16: FK-filtered post-stack time-migrated section of the low-frequency data TX01-
2A using an interval velocity of 8000 m/s below the top-basalt reflection at about
4.3 s TWT.
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Figure 8.17: Pre-stack time-migrated section using a P-wave interval velocity below the
basalt of 7000 m/s shows different strong interbed multiples below the top-basalt
reflection. Annotations note the interfaces where the reverberations occur: SB =
seabed, OQ = opal-quarz interface, BTop = top basalt interface; 3rd = mid-late
Eocene interface.
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produced.

The upper section A shows the data of the standard acquisition, while the bottom sec-

tion B shows the low-frequency TX01B-2 data. Most of the features above the basalt

are similar but also here, the TX01B-2 data shows more detail. The higher resolution

around CMP 2500 on the bottom section might be a result of the solid streamer used

in the new acquisition. The top-basalt reflection can be seen on both sections but the

low-frequency data shows a higher amplitude especially on the right side of the image.

Despite the repeated use of the Radon demultiple method there are still strong enough

reverberations beneath the basalt top, which disturb possible sub-basalt responses.

The main difference between the two sections is the resolution beneath the basalt top

and therefore the ability of the low-frequency data to image possible sub-basalt struc-

tures. Around CMP 2100 we can detect the base of the flood basalts, which thin out

to the left-hand side. Overall stronger amplitudes from beneath the basalts can be ob-

served along the profile around CMPs 1100, 1850 and 2650 and travel-times of 4.5 s.

Despite the fact that the low-frequency data had a bigger shot interval of 37.5 m com-

pared to the standard 25 m, more information from beneath the basalts was detected.

Compared to the conventional methods in off-shore reflection-seismic exploration, the

use of additional low frequencies is essential to improve the sub-basalt picture (see

also second paper in appendix C.1). Until recently only the two-boat recording meth-

ods used bigger sources and deep-towed streamers over basalt-covered areas (White et

al., 1999) to record refracted waves at very far offsets. Due to short streamers, feath-

ering and consequent miss-positioning of receivers (see Chapter 5.2), the multi-boat

experiments are not ideal to be used for high resolution reflection seismics. With the

introduction of steerable streamers of up to 12 km length it is now possible to directly

record near to mid offset data, which is necessary to image sub-basalt sediment inter-

faces.
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Figure 8.18: Comparison of two lines shot on the same profile in the Faroe-Shetland Basin: a)
data SF00S-010 shot 1997 with a conventional recording set-up, b) data TX01-
2A acquired 2001 with a low-frequency system. Stronger and new events are
clearly visible on the bottom low-frequency data compared to the upper conven-
tional data. Multiple noise beneath the basalt top still hides useful information.



CHAPTER 9

Conclusions

9.1 Introduction

The main purpose of this thesis was the study of basalt covered areas and the influence

of the basalt on the seismic wavefield. Using reflection seismic data simple initial

geological models were studied to determine the best wave type for sub-basalt imaging.

Additional investigations into different offshore acquisition methods showed that the

most energetic wave types from a sub-basalt sedimentary interface will be mostly the

same as in standard seismic exploration: P-wave, S-wave and PS-wave. Available

borehole seismic log-data helped to improve the geological model and showed that the

internal structure of a basalt sequence has a strong impact on the wave propagation.

Exploration of basalt covered areas have to make use of low frequencies due to the

high and low velocity layering of flood basalt sequences.

9.2 Locally Converted Waves

The study of full-waveform synthetic seismograms and effective reflection coefficients

shows that the pure P-wave is better suited to image sedimentary interfaces beneath

a high-velocity basalt sequence than any locally converted wave. Even in an ideal

case with one homogeneous basalt-layer, where its S-wave velocity exactly matches
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the overlying and underlying P-wave velocities, the pure P-wave reflection contains

more energy than any other mode. Additionally, the weak locally converted waves

are masked at far offsets by other reflections, refractions and interbed multiples with

similar move-outs.

For a single-layered basalt model the symmetrical PSP mode is the strongest con-

verted reflection at far offsets and the PSS-wave the second strongest. Using a more

realistic model based on an acoustic log reveals that the PSP-wave reflection has neg-

ligible amplitudes. This is due to the thinly layered structure of basalt sequences and

the resulting mismatch of S and P-wave velocities. In this case the PSS-wave trans-

ports more energy back from a sub-basalt target than the PSP-mode. But the strongest

locally converted wave becomes a PSSSSS-wave with an asymmetrical path.

If one plans to use locally converted modes to image beneath basalts, one has not only

to remove the sea-surface related multiples but also interbed multiples. But if this can

be reliably performed for streamer data at mid to far offsets, then one would rather use

just the pure P-waves at near offsets because their amplitudes are a multiple of 10 times

stronger than any converted wave through a thinly layered basalt sequence. Data from

other boreholes in basalt-covered areas show similar layered basalt structures as they

are formed by single lava-flows. It is therefore highly unlikely to observe matching

velocities, which allow the use of Purnell’s idea. The only chance to observe locally

converted waves will probably be in the case of an "ideal model" situation, like a single

basalt layer or a single sill. But even then one would desire OBC/S or VSP recordings

to enhance the weak, converted reflections.

9.3 Acquisition Geometries

The study of different acquisition methods reveals that a two-boat geometry using re-

ciprocal streamer data may image high impedance contrasts beneath a basalt layer
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using refracted waves. Indirectly, they may be able to determine the thickness of a

high-velocity sequence but they fail to image weak contrasts beneath the base of the

basalt, which is required for hydrocarbon exploration. The strong water currents along

the Atlantic margin cause severe streamer feathering, which allows only for low reso-

lution data and incomplete multiple suppression using this method.

Because the strongest locally converted wave has an up-going S-mode at the seabed,

an ocean bottom recording would be favourable. Apart from the problem that this

asymmetric PSSSSS-wave cannot be processed with standard methods, its amplitude

is weaker than any of the "standard" wave types. Additional to the pure P-wave in

the case of an OBC/S recording we can expect additional strong amplitudes from PS-

waves at mid-offsets and a pure shear-wave might be recorded using an appropriate

seabed source.

9.4 Frequency Content

Additional to the high reflectivity of the high-velocity interfaces, flood basalts are of-

ten extremely heterogeneous. Not only is less energy transmitted through a basalt

sequence due to the high impedance contrasts, it will also be scattered. I showed that

high frequencies are scattered more than low frequencies using velocity data from a

borehole. Calculated synthetic seismograms clearly revealed that the amplitude of the

sub-basalt reflection increases exponentially with decreasing main frequency of the

source signal. This is due to the thinly layered structure of the basalt sequence with

inter-bedded low-velocity sediments, which acts like a low-pass filter.

Real data from the Faroe-Shetland Basin over flood basalts show that the previous

modelling studies led to the correct assumption. Data of a low-frequency set-up re-

vealed a glimpse of sub-basalt structures, which could not be seen on a conventional

reflection recording on the same profile. It is therefore necessary to construct a source
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which incorporates also strong low frequency signals when exploring volcanic zones.



CHAPTER 10

Outlook

The major difficulties to image beneath a basalt covered area are high impedance con-

trast, scattering due to thin layering, and rugosity. I showed that the most likely waves

for sub-basalt imaging are the "standard" modes and that the locally converted waves

are far to weak. Therefore one should concentrate on improving the P-wave response

for streamer data.

Discussions at the sub-basalt conference in Cambridge in 2002 raised the question if

3D-seismic surveys have to be done to actually image below the basalt covered areas.

And only a couple months later this year the first seismic sections of a 3D dataset

were published showing possible sedimentary interfaces below the base of the basalt

(Dancer and Pillar, 2002). Using the same low-frequency approach as Ziolkowski et

al. (2003), there is still a lot of research to be done to improve the seismic acquisition

and processing techniques for basalt covered areas.

Seabed acquisition methods are too expensive to be used for the exploration of vast

areas such as the Atlantic margin but could improve the image from beneath the

basalt for certain locations of interest. Especially four component recordings on the

seafloor could not only enhance the shear waves but also give us information about the

anisotropic properties of the rocks.

Especially for acquisitions over sills, where sideswipes can easily be imagined, 3D
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data should make a big difference. But also over flood basalts 3D data showed immense

improvements compared to a single 2D line (Dancer and Pillar, 2002). A new 3D

exploration is under way for 2003 in the basalt-covered part of the Faroe Islands. This

data should show if there is a significant improvement over thick basalt sequences

compared to 2D data. It should then be possible to tackle the problems of lateral

heterogeneities inside the basalt sequence and the rugosity of basalt interfaces.

The task of multiple elimination is a major problem in sub-basalt imaging because

interbed reverberations might disturb the weak reflections we seek. This has not been

studied on sub-basalt data yet and should also include interbed multiples from inside

the basalt sequence.

Acquisition equipment for sub-basalt imaging should always be set up to enhance

the low frequency part of the data. This implies that new bigger airguns and different

source arrays should be tested, but which still contain the same high frequency energy

as in "conventional" set-ups. Because sub-basalt reflections will be of low frequency,

deconvolution of the data will be essential to enhance the resolution of the image.

However the resolution will decrease compared to "standard" seismic data, because

the sub-basalt response is shifted to lower frequencies. The crucial question is: Is

this enough resolution to allow geologists to draw a detailed geological picture of the

underground? Or will the image stay blurry and more oil industries leave the Atlantic

margin for less risky operations?
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APPENDIX A

Zoeppritz Equations

The following equations are the exact reflection and transmission coefficients for an

isotropic, homogeneous and horizontal interface. They were derived by Aki and

Richards (1980). P̀ means downgoing P-wave and Ś means upgoing S-wave at an

interface. The incident angle of a P-wave is i, of an S-wave j, and underscore 1 means

upper layer, 2 means lower layer. α is the P-wave velocity, β the S-wave velocity and

ρ the density of the specific layer:

P̀Ṕ =
[(

b
cos i1

α1
− cos i2

α2

)
F −

(
a+d

cos i1
α1

cos j2
β2

)
H p2

]/
D (A.1)

P̀Ś = −2p

(
ab+ cd

cos i2
α2

cos j2
β2

)
cos i1/(β1D) (A.2)

P̀P̀ =
2ρ1F
α2D

cos i1 (A.3)

P̀S̀ =
2ρ1H p

β2D
cos i1 (A.4)

S̀Ṕ = −2p

(
ab+ cd

cos i2
α2

cos j2
β2

)
cos j1/(α1D) (A.5)

S̀Ś = −
[(

b
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β1
− c

cos j2
β2

)
E −

(
a+d

cos i2
α2

cos j1
β1

)
Gp2

]/
D (A.6)

S̀P̀ = −2ρ1Gp
α2D

cosJ1 (A.7)

S̀S̀ =
2ρ1E
β2D

cos j1 (A.8)
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ṔṔ =
2ρ2F
α1D

cos i2 (A.9)

ṔŚ = −2ρ2Gp
β1D

cos i2 (A.10)

ṔP̀ = −
[(

b
cos i1

α1
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cos i2
α2

)
F +
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a+d

cos i2
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]/
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ṔS̀ = 2p
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cos i2/(β2D) (A.12)

ŚṔ =
2ρ2H p
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cos j2 (A.13)
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cos j2 (A.14)
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with:

D = EF +GH p2 (A.17)

and the cosine-dependent terms:

E =
b

α1
cos i1 (A.18)

F =
b
β1

cos j1 +
c

β2
cos j2 (A.19)

G = a− d
α1β2

cos i1 cos j2 (A.20)

H = a− d
α2β1

cos i2 cos j1 (A.21)

and with only material-dependent terms:

a = ρ2
(
1−2β2

2p2)−ρ1
(
1−2β2
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b = ρ2
(
1−2β2

2p2)+2ρ1β2
1p2 (A.23)

c = ρ1
(
1−2β2

1p2)+2ρ2β2
2p2 (A.24)

d = 2
(
ρ2β2

2 −ρ1β2
1

)
(A.25)

and finally the ray parameter with the sine of the wave’s incident angle divided by

its wave velocity:

p =
sin i
α

=
sin j

β
(A.26)





APPENDIX B

Programming Code

B.1 Akimore

C-program to calculate amplitudes and travel-times for a wave-path through a multi-

layered model:

/*=======================================================
ISOTROPIC CALCULATION OF P-SV REFLECTION/TRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENTS FOR A MULTI-LAYER MODEL
note:

- that some variables are complex
- compile with

1.) f77 -c akiiso.for
2.) gcc -c akimore.c
3.) f77 -o akimore akimore.o akiiso.o

last changes: 11.6.1998

fortran-module based on equations on p.150 of Aki & Richards
(modified from Tom Sereno’s sscoef program)

=======================================================*/

#include <string.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define PI 3.141592653589793

FILE *sa;
FILE *wa;
FILE *wt;
FILE *wi;

extern void akiiso_ (float *ALPHA1,float *BETA1,float *RHO1,
float *ALPHA2,float *BETA2,float *RHO2,float *PVALUE,float *dpup,
float *dpus,float *dpdp,float *dpds,float *dsup,float *dsus,
float *dsdp,float *dsds,float *updp,float *upds,float *upup,
float *upus,float *usdp,float *usds,float *usup,float *usus);

void end(char * er)

153
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{
fclose(sa);
fclose(wa);
fclose(wt);
fclose(wi);
printf("\nERROR: %s\n\n",er);
exit(0);
}

void PPt(double *ang,double vp1,double vp2)
{
double rang;
rang=PI/180**ang;

if(vp1<vp2 && rang>=asin(vp1/vp2)) end("P-angle bigger than
crit. angle for at");

else *ang=asin(sin(rang)*vp2/vp1)*180/PI;
}

void PSt(double *ang,double vp1,double vs2)
{
double rang;
rang=PI/180**ang;

if(vp1<vs2 && rang>=asin(vp1/vs2)) end("P-angle bigger than
crit. angle for bt");

else *ang=asin(sin(rang)*vs2/vp1)*180/PI;
}

void PSr(double *ang,double vp1,double vs1)
{
double rang;
rang=PI/180**ang;

*ang=asin(sin(rang)*vs1/vp1)*180/PI;
}

void SSt(double *ang,double vs1,double vs2)
{
double rang;
rang=PI/180**ang;

if(vs1<vs2 && rang>=asin(vs1/vs2)) end("S-angle bigger than
crit. angle for bt");

else *ang=asin(sin(rang)*vs2/vs1)*180/PI;
}

void SPt(double *ang,double vs_in,double vp_out)
{
double rang;
rang=PI/180**ang;

if(vs_in<vp_out && rang>=asin(vs_in/vp_out)) end("S-angle
bigger than crit. angle for at");

else *ang=asin(sin(rang)*vp_out/vs_in)*180/PI;
}

void SPr(double *ang,double vs_in,double vp_out)
{
double rang;
rang=PI/180**ang;

if(rang>=asin(vs_in/vp_out)) end("S-angle bigger
than crit. angle for ar");

else *ang=asin(sin(rang)*vp_out/vs_in)*180/PI;
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}

void XandTIME(double *time,double z,double ang,double v,double *way)
{
double rang;

rang=PI/180*ang;
*time=*time+(z/cos(rang)/v); /* new travel-time */
*way=*way+z*tan(rang); /* new way */
}

void readfile(char * infile,double *vp, double *vs,double *rho,double
*thi,char * p,
int *nl)

{
int i;
FILE *src;

src = fopen(infile,"r");
fscanf(src,"%d\n",nl);
for (i=0;i<*nl;i++)
{
fscanf(src,"%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",&vp[i],&vs[i],&rho[i],&thi[i]);
if(vp[i]==0 || vs[i]==0 || rho[i]==0 || thi[i]==0)
{
fclose(src);
end("A layer-parameter is zero - check input-file !");
}

if(i==*nl-1)
{
printf("Halfspace:

vp=%f\tvs=%f\trho=%f\tthi=%f\n",vp[i],vs[i],rho[i],thi[i]);
}

else
{
printf("%2u. Layer:

vp=%f\tvs=%f\trho=%f\tthi=%f\n", i+1,vp[i],vs[i],rho[i],thi[i]);
}

}
fscanf(src,"%s\n",p);
printf("\nPath : %s\n",p);
fclose(src);
}

void main(int argc, char **argv)
{
int i,j,k;
int wave[64]; /* down:- up:+ P-Wave:1 S-Wave:2 */
int nl,nw; /* NUMBER OF LAYERS AND WAYS */

float ia,PVALUE[2],PVEL;
float ALPHA1[2],BETA1[2],RHO1[2],ALPHA2[2],BETA2[2],RHO2[2];
float dpup[2],dpus[2],dpdp[2],dpds[2], dsup[2],dsus[2],dsdp[2],dsds[2];
float updp[2],upds[2],upup[2],upus[2], usdp[2],usds[2],usup[2],usus[2];

double vp[32],vs[32],rho[32],thi[32]; /* LAYER-PARAMETERS */
double amp,ang,time,way,z; /* ACTUAL AMPLITUDE, ANGELS, TIME,
VELOCITY, X-WAY AND THICKNESS*/

char infile[32],safile[35],wafile[35],wtfile[35],wifile[35];
/* file names from env */

char p[128]; /* WAVE-PATH */

printf("\nCalculates Aplitudes Of Converted Waves Through Multible Layers\n\n");
printf(" Author: Peter Hanssen\n");
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printf(" email : peter_hanssen@writeme.com\n");

if(argc!=3)
{
printf("\n\nUSAGE: akimore [infile] [outfile]\n\n");
printf("infile of form:\n");
printf(" nl - Number of layers\n");
printf(" vp vs rho thickness - nl lines of material-parameters
seperated by tab\n");

printf(" p - Path-string like \"dpdsdpupusup\"\n\n");
printf("outfiles of form:\n");
printf(" outfile[.sa] - Angels 0-89 & Amplitudes\n");
printf(" outfile[.wa] - X-way & Amplitudes\n");
printf(" outfile[.wt] - X-way & Travel-Time\n");
printf(" outfile[.wi] - X-way & Angels\n\n");
exit(0);
}

strcpy(infile,argv[1]);
readfile(infile,vp,vs,rho,thi,p,&nl);

nw=(int) strlen(p)/2; /* Number of ways */

i=k=0;
for(j=0;j<2*nw;j+=2) /* path-string to number-path */
{
if(p[j]==’p’) wave[i]=1; /* if P-Wave wave=1 */
else if(p[j]==’s’) wave[i]=2; /* or if S-Wave wave=2 */

else exit(0);

if(p[j+1]==’d’)
{
wave[i]=-wave[i]; /* if down wave=minus(wave) */
k++;
}

else if(p[j+1]==’u’)
{
k--;
}

else end("Path-String is invalid !"); /* or if not up exit */

if(k<0) end("Path above surface of model !");
if(k>=nl) end("Path in halfspace of model !");

i++;
}

if(k>0) printf("\nWATCH IT ! - Receiver on boundary between %i.Layer and
%i.Layer.\n\n"
,k,k+1);

strcpy(safile,argv[2]);
strcat(safile,".sa");
sa = fopen(safile,"w"); /* open outfile for write */
fprintf(sa,"# Modell:\n");
for (i=0;i<nl;i++)
{
fprintf(sa,"# vp=%f vs=%f rho=%f thi=%f\n", vp[i],vs[i],rho[i],thi[i]);
}

fprintf(sa,"# Path: %s\n#\n# Angel | Amplitude\n",p);

strcpy(wafile,argv[2]);
strcat(wafile,".wa");
wa = fopen(wafile,"w"); /* open outfile for write */
fprintf(wa,"# Modell:\n");
for (i=0;i<nl;i++)
{
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fprintf(wa,"# vp=%f vs=%f rho=%f thi=%f\n", vp[i],vs[i],rho[i],thi[i]);
}

fprintf(wa,"# Path: %s\n#\n# X-Way | Amplitude\n",p);

strcpy(wtfile,argv[2]);
strcat(wtfile,".wt");
wt = fopen(wtfile,"w"); /* open outfile for write */
fprintf(wt,"# Modell:\n");
for (i=0;i<nl;i++)
{
fprintf(wt,"# vp=%f vs=%f rho=%f thi=%f\n", vp[i],vs[i],rho[i],thi[i]);
}

fprintf(wt,"# Path: %s\n#\n# X-Way | Time\n",p);

strcpy(wifile,argv[2]);
strcat(wifile,".wi");
wi = fopen(wifile,"w"); /* open outfile for write */
fprintf(wi,"# Modell:\n");
for (i=0;i<nl;i++)
{
fprintf(wi,"# vp=%f vs=%f rho=%f thi=%f\n", vp[i],vs[i],rho[i],thi[i]);
}

fprintf(wi,"# Path: %s\n#\n# X-Way | Angel\n",p);

for(ia=0.0;ia<=89.9;ia+=0.1) /* FOR ANGELS FROM SOURCE */
{
j=0; /* INITIALISE PARAMETERS FOR A NEW PATH */
amp=1.0;
way=0.0;
time=0.0;
ang=ia;

for(i=0;i<nw;i++) /* FOR NUMBER OF WAYS in PATH */
{

if(wave[i]<0) /* IF WAVE GOES DOWN */
{
ALPHA1[0]=vp[j];
BETA1[0]=vs[j];
if(wave[i]==-1)
{
PVEL=ALPHA1[0];
}

else
{
PVEL=BETA1[0];
}

RHO1[0]=rho[j];
z=thi[j];
ALPHA2[0]=vp[j+1];
BETA2[0]=vs[j+1];
RHO2[0]=rho[j+1];
if(wave[i+1]<0) j++; /* IF NEXT WAVE GOES DOWN TOO, j+1 */
}

else /* OR WAVE GOES UP */
{
if(j!=0){
ALPHA1[0]=vp[j-1];
BETA1[0]=vs[j-1];
RHO1[0]=rho[j-1];
ALPHA2[0]=vp[j];
BETA2[0]=vs[j];
if(wave[i]==1)
{
PVEL=ALPHA2[0];
}
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else
{
PVEL=BETA2[0];
}

RHO2[0]=rho[j];
}

else{
ALPHA1[0]=vp[j];
BETA1[0]=vs[j];
ALPHA2[0]=vp[j];
BETA2[0]=vs[j];
}

z=thi[j];
if(j!=0 && wave[i+1]>0) j--;
/* IF NEXT WAVE GOES UP TOO, j-1 */

}
ALPHA1[1]=0.0; /* SET IMAGINARY PARTS TO ZERO */
BETA1[1]=0.0;
RHO1[1]=0.0;
ALPHA2[1]=0.0;
BETA2[1]=0.0;
RHO2[1]=0.0;

PVALUE[0]=sin(PI*ang/180)/PVEL;
PVALUE[1]=0.0;

/* CALCULATE THE AKI-RICHARDS-MATRIX */
if(i<nw-1){
akiiso_ (ALPHA1,BETA1,RHO1,ALPHA2,BETA2,RHO2,PVALUE,

dpup,dpus,dpdp,dpds,dsup,dsus,dsdp,dsds,
updp,upds,upup,upus,usdp,usds,usup,usus);

}

/* CALCULATE AMP, WAY, TIME AND ANGELS */

if((wave[i]==-1 && wave[i+1]==1)||(wave[i]==-1 && i==nw-1)){
XandTIME(&time,z,ang,ALPHA1[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1) amp=amp*dpup[0];
}

if((wave[i]==-1 && wave[i+1]==2)){
XandTIME(&time,z,ang,ALPHA1[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

PSr(&ang,ALPHA1[0],BETA1[0]);
amp=amp*dpus[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==-1 && wave[i+1]==-1)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,ALPHA1[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

PPt(&ang,ALPHA1[0],ALPHA2[0]);
amp=amp*dpdp[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==-1 && wave[i+1]==-2)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,ALPHA1[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

PSt(&ang,ALPHA1[0],BETA2[0]);
amp=amp*dpds[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==-2 && wave[i+1]==1)||(wave[i]==-2 && i==nw-1)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,BETA1[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

SPr(&ang,BETA1[0],ALPHA1[0]);
amp=amp*dsup[0];
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}
}

if((wave[i]==-2 && wave[i+1]==2)){
XandTIME(&time,z,ang,BETA1[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1) amp=amp*dsus[0];
}

if((wave[i]==-2 && wave[i+1]==-1)){
XandTIME(&time,z,ang,BETA1[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

SPt(&ang,BETA1[0],ALPHA2[0]);
amp=amp*dsdp[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==-2 && wave[i+1]==-2)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,BETA1[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

SSt(&ang,BETA1[0],BETA2[0]);
amp=amp*dsds[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==1 && wave[i+1]==-1)||(wave[i]==1 && i==nw-1)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,ALPHA2[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1) amp=amp*updp[0];
}

if((wave[i]==1 && wave[i+1]==-2)){
XandTIME(&time,z,ang,ALPHA2[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1) {

PSr(&ang,ALPHA2[0],BETA2[0]);
amp=amp*upds[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==1 && wave[i+1]==1)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,ALPHA2[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

PPt(&ang,ALPHA2[0],ALPHA1[0]);
amp=amp*upup[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==1 && wave[i+1]==2)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,ALPHA2[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

PSt(&ang,ALPHA2[0],BETA1[0]);
amp=amp*upus[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==2 && wave[i+1]==-1)||(wave[i]==2 && i==nw-1)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,BETA2[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

SPr(&ang,BETA2[0],ALPHA2[0]);
amp=amp*usdp[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==2 && wave[i+1]==-2)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,BETA2[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1) amp=amp*usds[0];
}

if((wave[i]==2 && wave[i+1]==1)){
XandTIME(&time,z,ang,BETA2[0],&way);
if(i<nw-1){

SPt(&ang,BETA2[0],ALPHA1[0]);
amp=amp*usup[0];
}

}
if((wave[i]==2 && wave[i+1]==2)){

XandTIME(&time,z,ang,BETA2[0],&way);
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if(i<nw-1){
SSt(&ang,BETA2[0],BETA1[0]);
amp=amp*usus[0];
}

}
}

fprintf(sa,"%2.1f %.14f\n",ia,fabs(amp)*100); /* PRINT ia & amp TO FILE */
fprintf(wa,"%f %.14f\n",way,fabs(amp)*100); /* PRINT way & amp TO FILE */
fprintf(wt,"%f %f\n",way,time); /* PRINT way * time TO FILE */
fprintf(wi,"%f %2.1f\n",way,ia); /* PRINT way * ia TO FILE */
}

fclose(sa);
fclose(wa);
fclose(wt);
fclose(wi);
}
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Fortran module to calculate the reflection and transmission coefficients.

c subroutine AKIFACE calculates P-SV reflection/transmission

coefficients

c for interface between two solid layers, based on the equations on

c p. 150 of Aki and Richards. Layer 1 is on top.

c (modified from Tom Sereno’s sscoef program)

c NOTE: All variables are complex!

SUBROUTINE AKIISO(alpha1,beta1,rho1,alpha2,beta2,rho2,p,

& dpup,dpus,dpdp,dpds,dsup,dsus,dsdp,dsds,

& updp,upds,upup,upus,usdp,usds,usup,usus)

implicit complex (a-h,o-z)

complex dpup,dpus,dpdp,dpds,dsup,dsus,dsdp,dsds

complex updp,upds,upup,upus,usdp,usds,usup,usus

C write (lout,*) alpha1,alpha2,beta1,beta2,rho1,rho2,p

c

cone=cmplx(1.,0.)

ctwo=cmplx(2.,0.)

c

si1=alpha1*p

si2=alpha2*p

sj1=beta1*p

sj2=beta2*p

c

ci1=csqrt(cone-si1**2)

ci2=csqrt(cone-si2**2)

cj1=csqrt(cone-sj1**2)

cj2=csqrt(cone-sj2**2)

c

term1=(cone-ctwo*beta2*beta2*p*p)

term2=(cone-ctwo*beta1*beta1*p*p)

a=rho2*term1-rho1*term2

b=rho2*term1+ctwo*rho1*beta1*beta1*p*p

c=rho1*term2+ctwo*rho2*beta2*beta2*p*p

d=ctwo*(rho2*beta2*beta2-rho1*beta1*beta1)

E=b*ci1/alpha1+c*ci2/alpha2

F=b*cj1/beta1+c*cj2/beta2

G=a-d*ci1*cj2/(alpha1*beta2)

H=a-d*ci2*cj1/(alpha2*beta1)

DEN=E*F+G*H*p*p
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c

c

trm1=b*ci1/alpha1-c*ci2/alpha2

trm2=a+d*ci1*cj2/(alpha1*beta2)

dpup=(trm1*F-trm2*H*p*p)/DEN !refl down P to P up

c

trm1=a*b+c*d*ci2*cj2/(alpha2*beta2)

dpus=(-ctwo*ci1*trm1*p)/(beta1*DEN) !refl down P to S up

c

dpdp=ctwo*rho1*ci1*F/(alpha2*DEN) !trans down P to P down

c

dpds=ctwo*rho1*ci1*H*p/(beta2*DEN) !trans down P to S down

c

trm1=a*b+c*d*ci2*cj2/(alpha2*beta2)

dsup=(-ctwo*cj1*trm1*p)/(alpha1*DEN) !refl down S to P up

c

trm1=b*cj1/beta1-c*cj2/beta2

trm2=a+d*ci2*cj1/(alpha2*beta1)

dsus=-(trm1*E-trm2*G*p*p)/DEN !refl down S to S up

c

dsdp=-ctwo*rho1*cj1*G*p/(alpha2*DEN) !trans down S to P down

c

dsds=ctwo*rho1*cj1*E/(beta2*DEN) !trans down S to S down

c

c

trm1=b*ci1/alpha1-c*ci2/alpha2

trm2=a+d*ci2*cj1/(alpha2*beta1)

updp=-(trm1*F+trm2*G*p*p)/DEN !refl up P to P down

c

trm1=a*c+b*d*ci1*cj1/(alpha1*beta1)

upds=(ctwo*ci2*trm1*p)/(beta2*DEN) !refl up P to S down

c

upup=ctwo*rho2*ci2*F/(alpha1*DEN) !trans up P to P up

c

upus=-ctwo*rho2*ci2*G*p/(beta1*DEN) !trans up P to S up

c

trm1=a*c+b*d*ci1*cj1/(alpha1*beta1)

usdp=(ctwo*cj2*trm1*p)/(alpha2*DEN) !refl up S to P down

c

trm1=b*cj1/beta1-c*cj2/beta2

trm2=a+d*ci1*cj2/(alpha1*beta2)

usds=(trm1*E+trm2*H*p*p)/DEN !refl up S to S down

c
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usup=ctwo*rho2*cj2*H*p/(alpha1*DEN) !trans up S to P up

c

usus=ctwo*rho2*cj2*E/(beta1*DEN) !trans up S to S up

c

return

end
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B.2 Cran

C-program to calculate all critical angles for a given model and the travel-time of a
given refracted wave.

/*==================================================

calculates refracted travel-times for given model and path

up to 40km

author: Peter Hanssen (Peter@Hanssen.name)

last change: 1.7.1998

compile: gcc -lm -O3 -Wall -ansi -pedantic -o cran cran.c

NOTE:

- Input File of form:

4 - Number of Layers

psp - Way-Path down & up

1500 0.001 1 900 - vp,vs,rho,thickness

1700 600 2.1 260

2600 900 2.2 650

4300 2300 2.8 200

- Density (rho) included, coz model files of akimore+

program

- Output file name:

Rpsp-3.5km.wt

R=refracted, psp=Pdown-Sdown-Pdown&refracted,

-3.5km=from 3.5km offset, .wt=output form: way&time

- Output file of form:

<Model> - see above

<offset[m]> <travel-time[s]>

==================================================*/

#include <string.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>
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#define PI 3.141592653589793

#define MAXDIST 40000 /* Maximum offset in meters */

#define STEP 10 /* Offset-step in meters */

void end(char * er)

{

printf("\nERROR: %s\n\n",er);

exit(0);

}

void CriticalAngle(double ca[32][4],double *vp,double *vs,int nl)

{

int i;

printf("\nCRITICAL ANGLES:\n");

printf(" PP PS SP SS\n");

for(i=0;i<nl-1;i++)

{

if(vp[i]<vp[i+1]) ca[i][0]=180/PI*asin(vp[i]/vp[i+1]);

else ca[i][0]=0;

if(vp[i]<vs[i+1]) ca[i][1]=180/PI*asin(vp[i]/vs[i+1]);

else ca[i][1]=0;

if(vs[i]<vp[i+1] && vs[i]>1) ca[i][2]=180/PI*asin(vs[i]/vp[i+1]);

else ca[i][2]=0;

if(vs[i]<vs[i+1] && vs[i]>1) ca[i][3]=180/PI*asin(vs[i]/vs[i+1]);

else ca[i][3]=0;

printf("%2i. Interface: %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f\n"

,i+1,ca[i][0],ca[i][1],ca[i][2],ca[i][3]);

}

}

void readfile(char * infile,double *vp, double *vs,double *rho,double *thi,char * p,int *nl)

{

int i;

FILE *src;

src = fopen(infile,"r");

if(src==0) end("No such file in directory !");

fscanf(src,"%d\n",nl);

if(*nl<2) end("Less than 2 layers => No Interfaces !");
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fscanf(src,"%s\n",p);

printf("\nPath : %s\n",p);

for (i=0;i<*nl;i++)

{

fscanf(src,"%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",&vp[i],&vs[i],&rho[i],&thi[i]);

if(vp[i]==0 || vs[i]==0 || rho[i]==0 || thi[i]==0)

{

fclose(src);

end("A layer-parameter is zero - check input-file !");

}

if(i==0) printf("\nMODEL:\n");

if(i==*nl-1) printf("Halfspace: vp=%lf\tvs=%lf\trho=%lf\tthi=%lf\n",

vp[i],vs[i],rho[i],thi[i]);

else printf("%2u. Layer: vp=%lf\tvs=%lf\trho=%lf\tthi=%lf\n",

i+1,vp[i],vs[i],rho[i],thi[i]);

}

fclose(src);

}

/*

=================================================

*/

int main(int argc, char *argv[])

{

FILE *out;

int i,nl,nw; /* NUMBER OF LAYERS AND WAYS*/

double ccar[32],ca[32][4]; /*Current(rad)&Matrix of Critical Angles*/

double dum=0,rest=0; /*dummy & dist on refr.Interf.*/

double vp[32],vs[32],rho[32],thi[32]; /* LAYER-PARAMETERS */

double v[32],way=0,ang=0,time=0; /* current vel., offset, angle & time*/

char infile[32],outfile[32],p[32],errstr[64]; /* file names, path & err*/

if(argc!=2)

{

printf("\nCalculates All Critical Angles for a given model and\n");

printf("calculates refracted travel-times for a given way up to 40km\n\n");

printf("Author: Peter Hanssen\n");
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printf("email : peter_hanssen@writeme.com\n");

printf("\n\nUSAGE: cran [infile]\n\n");

printf("infile of form:\n");

printf(" nl - Number of layers\n");

printf(" psp - Way-path up & down\n");

printf(" vp vs rho thickness - nl lines of material-parameters

seperated by tab\n");

printf("outfile of form:\n");

printf(" Rpsp-3.5km.wt - X-way & Travel-Time\n");

exit(0);

}

strcpy(infile,argv[1]);

readfile(infile,vp,vs,rho,thi,p,&nl);

CriticalAngle(ca,vp,vs,nl); /* Calculate cr. ang. for all Interfaces */

nw=(int) strlen(p); /* Number of ways */

if(nw<2) end("The path has to have at least 2 downgoing waves (e.g. pp)!");

if(nw>nl) end("The path is too long for this model !");

for(i=0;i<nw;i++) /* PARAMETER TRANSFORM */

{

if(p[i]==’p’) /* P-WAVE */

{

v[i]=vp[i];

if(i<nw-1)

{

if(p[i+1]==’p’) ccar[i]=PI/180*ca[i][0];

else ccar[i]=PI/180*ca[i][1];

}

}

else if(p[i]==’s’) /* S-WAVE */

{

v[i]=vs[i];

if(v[i]<1) end("No S-wave velocity for a part of the path !");

if(i<nw-1)

{

if(p[i+1]==’p’) ccar[i]=PI/180*ca[i][2];

else ccar[i]=PI/180*ca[i][3];

}

}

else end("The wave typs in the path have to be p or s !");
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}

if(ccar[nw-2]==0) /* CHECK IF LAST TRANSMISSION REFRACTS */

{

sprintf(errstr,"No critical angle at %d. Interface for %c%c !"

,nw-1,p[nw-2],p[nw-1]);

end(errstr);

}

/* WAY & TIME IN LAYER OVER REFRACTION INTERFACE */

way=thi[nw-2]*tan(ccar[nw-2]);

time=thi[nw-2]/(v[nw-2]*cos(ccar[nw-2]));

if(nw>2) /* WAY & TIME FOR ALL LAYERS ABOVE */

{

ang=ccar[nw-2]; /* CR.ANG. = TRANSMISSION ANGEL OF INTERFACE ABOVE */

for(i=nw-2;i>0;i--) /* REMAINING LAYERS ABOVE */

{

dum=v[i-1]*sin(ang)/v[i];

if(dum>1)

{

sprintf(errstr,"Angel can’t be reached at %d. Interface !", i-1);

end(errstr);

}

else

{

ang=asin(dum); /* CALCULATE INCIDENT ANGLE */

if(ang>=ccar[i-1] && ccar[i-1]!=0)

{

sprintf(errstr,"Refraction before at %d. Interface !",i-1);

end(errstr);

}

if(ang>=PI/2)

{

sprintf(errstr,"Angel >90deg at %d. Interface !",i-1);

end(errstr);

}

way=way+thi[i-1]*tan(ang);

time=time+(thi[i-1]/(v[i-1]*cos(ang)));

}

}

}
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/* DOUBLE WAY&TIME FOR SAME PATH UP */

way=2*way;

time=2*time;

/* PRINT RESULTS TO OUTFILE */

sprintf(outfile,"R%s%3.1fkm.wt",p,way/1000);

out = fopen(outfile,"w");

fprintf(out,"# Modell:\n"); /* OUTPUT MODEL TO outfile */

for (i=0;i<nl;i++)

{

fprintf(out,"# vp=%lf vs=%lf rho=%lf thi=%lf\n" ,vp[i],vs[i],rho[i],thi[i]);

}

fprintf(out,"# Path: %s\n#\n# X-Way | Time\n",p);

/* ADD TIME FOR EVERY 100M UNTIL MAXDIST FOR REFRACTED WAVE */

dum=STEP/v[nw-1];

rest=MAXDIST-way;

for(i=0;i<rest;i+=STEP)

{

way=way+STEP;

time=time+dum;

fprintf(out,"%lf %lf\n",way,time); /* PRINT way & time TO FILE */

}

fclose(out);

printf("\noutfile: %s\n",outfile);

exit(0);

}
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on the use of converted waves for sub-basalt imaging, Geophysical Prospecting,
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2) Anton Ziolkowski, Peter Hanssen, Robert Gatliff, Helmut Jakubowicz, Andrew
Dobson, Gary Hampson, Xiang-Yang Li and Enru Liu, 2003, Use of low fre-
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Converted waves for sub�basalt imaging�

Peter Hanssen� Xiang�Yang Li� British Geological Survey and
Anton Ziolkowski� University of Edinburgh

Summary

In areas with extensive basalt coverage like the Atlantic
Margin these high�velocity layers hamper the imaging of
possible hydrocarbonate reservoirs beneath them� One
suggested solutions to this imaging problem is the use of
locally�converted waves� We show that these waves with
mode conversions at the basalt interfaces are too di�cult
to be utilized for imaging sediments below a basalt layer�
This is due to their weak amplitudes and additional noise
in real data recordings� The calculation of synthetic seis�
mograms shows that two other converted waves might
have the ability to gain information of sub�basalt re�ec�
tors� One wave type is the PS�mode which travels down
as P�wave and up as S�wave� The second type is the wave
with only S�modes below the seabed� Both waves show
strong amplitudes especially on calculated OBC�data�

Introduction

In the North Atlantic Margin� �ood basalts and sills form
a high impedance contrast with the surrounding sedi�
ments due to their high velocities� Therefore less en�
ergy of an incident P�wave is transmitted through such a
basalt layer and re�ections of the same mode from be�
neath have weak amplitudes Furthermore multiple re�
verberations� mainly between sea�surface� seabed and
basalt�top� hide weak responses from sub�basalt inter�
faces �Longshaw et al�� ����	� Additionally the incident
P�wave is refracted at smaller o
sets at the top�basalt
boundary only allowing S�modes to travel further down
�Han�en and Li� ����a	�

These factors make the processing of short streamer data
with standard processing methods very di�cult� To gain
information about the structure beneath such basalts
three main seismic wave types may be addressed� First
the near o
sets for P�waves but where the removal of mul�
tiple is critical �Druzhinin et al�� ����	� A second target
could be the refracted waves at far o
sets �Richardson et
al�� ����	� which can only map high impedance contrasts
beneath the basalt� A third wave type is the converted
wave� which could be observed at mid�range o
sets �Pur�
nell et al�� ����	�

Due to the high P�wave velocity contrast between basalts
and the surrounding sediments an incident compression
wave is likely to transmit more energy through this layer
by changing to an S�wave� This might happen at the

top and the bottom interface of the basalt on the way up
and again on the way down� In ideal circumstances this
locally converted wave can even exceed the amplitude of
a pure P�wave as shown by Han�en and Li �����b	�

E�ective Re�ection Coe�cient

To test these assumptions we used a ve layer o
�shore
model with a high�velocity layer inter�bedded between
sediments and sandstone �Figure �	�
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Sediment v =3200 m/s =1.5 kg/m
P
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S
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3ρv =1850 m/s
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v =3500 m/s =2.6 kg/m
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3ρv =2020 m/s
S

v =5500 m/s =2.9 kg/m
P

3ρv =3200 m/s
S

Fig� �� O��shore model with inter�bedded high�velocity

layer�

The target horizon ��	 is an interface beneath the basalt
where the P�wave velocity increase is about ��� m�s�
Initially the S�wave velocity of the basalt matches the P�
wave velocities of the surrounding rocks� Former studies
show that this is the ideal case for a P to S conversion at
the basalt boundaries Han�en and Li �����b	�
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To investigate the amplitude behaviour of locally con�
verted waves in a more realistic case� we now changed the
velocities of the basalt and calculated the response from
the target interface� Figure � shows the amplitudes for a
wave with symmetrical ray�path travelling down to inter�
face � from the sea surface� The wave travels as P�mode
through the �rst two layers� has an S�modes only inside
the high�velocity layer and transforms back to P�mode
to reach the target interface ��PdSdPd�� The maximum
amplitude is ��	 
 of the input amplitude�

Furthermore the wave with S�modes only inside the
basalt is restricted to a narrow band of the incident an�
gle� and the amplitude decreases rapidly if the S�wave
velocity inside the basalt doesn�t match the surrounding
P�wave velocities�

The comparison of this wave type with the pure P�wave is
shown in Figure �� The amplitude of the P�wave at near
osets exceeds the one of the locally�converted wave not
only where the S and P�wave velocities don�t match but
also at a Ratio of vs��vp� � 	�

Fig� �� E�ective re�ection coe�cient for the P�wave

�PPP� and the locally�converted wave �PSP� through

model � with varying S�wave velocity inside the Basalt�

This can also be seen in the synthetic seismogram �Fig�
ure �� for this ideal model in Figure 	� The amplitude
of the pure P�wave ��Pd� at near osets is bigger than
the amplitude of the locally�converted wave ��PdSdPd��
At osets beyond ���� m only the converted wave is vis�
ible because the P�wave is refracted� The amplitude of
�PdSdPd is very weak as calculated before�

This also applies to the wave which travels only as S�
mode below the top of the basalt ��Pd�Sd�� The max�
imum amplitude of this mode is even weaker than the
�PdSdPd�mode and doesn�t exceed 	 
 as shown in Fig�
ure ��
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This shows that both the locally converted waves �PdS�
dPd and �Pd�Sd have too weak amplitudes to be
recorded� Especially in real data where noise� multiples
and refracted waves hide their responses�

Streamer Data and Synthetics

The synthetic seismogram in Figure � also shows that
other converted waves can have bigger amplitudes than
the locally�converted modes� A stronger response with
a maximum around ���� m o�set is observed from the
PS�mode ��Pd	SuPu
� Two other strong modes at far
o�sets were identi�ed as pure S�wave below the seabed
�Pd	Sd
 and a variation of it with a P�wave part on the
way down below the basalt �Pd�SdPd	SuPu
�

To verify these �ndings we calculated full�waveform shot�
gathers with velocity models obtained from real data�
shown in Figure �� Figure � shows the synthetic seis�
mogram with � km o�set and a velocity model from
the Faroes area� To examine responses from beneath
the basalt we included three interfaces with increasing
impedance contrast�
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Fig� �� Real shot�gather of a sea surface recording with

a �� km Streamer �courtesy of Veritas DGC��

Straight lines are pure P�wave re�ections� where the dark
blue lines are the traveltime curves of the top and the
bottom of a basalt layer� The other curves indicate in�
terfaces from below the basalt� Red for a weak contrast
��vp � ���m�s
� green for a strong one ��vp � ���m�s

and light blue for a basement ��vp � ���m�s
�

All three interfaces can be seen at near o�sets in their
P�wave responses� That is the only mode which can be
discriminated of the weak contrast� The strong contrast
�green
 can also be detected in the PS�converted wave
��Pd�SuPu
 but is disturbed by multiples� A clear re�
sponse of this interface can be seen in the pure S�mode
below the seabed �P�s
� The big velocity change at the
top of the basement �light blue
 can be seen in almost all
waves except the locally converted waves�

OBC Synthetics

To evaluate the PS�mode and pure S�wave we calculated
the seismic wave�eld for a Ocean Bottom Cable �OBC

recording�
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The horizontal component of the OBC�data �Figure ��
shows more details than the calculated streamer data�
All the above described wave modes are visible but also
the PS�converted wave of the strong contrast ��Pd�Su�
is now traceable over a long o�set� But there is not much
evidence of any converted wave of weak contrast despite
synthetics without noise�
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Discussion and conclusions

We have shown that locally�converted shear�waves are
di�cult to be utilized to image below the base of a high�
velocity basalt layer due to their weak amplitudes� It is
therefore highly unlikely to 	nd any signi	cant locally�
converted shear�wave energy in o��shore streamer data
due to additional noise and in reality more complex geo�
logical settings�

Calculations of the e�ective re
ection coe�cient show
furthermore that the amplitudes of pure P�wave re
ec�

tions at near o�sets are dominant compared to locally�
converted waves�

Synthetic seismograms reveal that waves which travel
purely as S�wave below the sea
oor and waves which
travel down as P�wave and up as S�waves have a poten�
tial to image beneath a high�velocity layer� To avoid a
mode change and therefore an energy loss of these waves
at the seabed an OBC or OBS recording is necessary�
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